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Sommaire

Dans le monde contemporain, l’anglais est devenu la langue internationale utilisée pour
la plupart des communications interculturelles (Seidlhofer, 2011). Le nombre de locuteurs
utilisant l’anglais comme langue étrangère ou langue seconde est six fois plus important que le
nombre de locuteurs natifs (Crystal, 2003). L’anglais est plus souvent utilisé comme Lingua
Franca dans un contexte international que pour communiquer avec des locuteurs natifs (Jenkins,
2007). A cause de cette diffusion globale de l’anglais, la plupart des gens qui parlent anglais ont
un accent non-natif. Ces accents déclenchent souvent une panoplie de stéréotypes qui peuvent
avoir des conséquences négatives sur l’employabilité ou la réussite professionnelle des locuteurs
(Lippi-Green, 1994). Des décennies de recherche en psychologie sociale et sociolinguistique ont
reconnu que l’accent joue un rôle significatif sur la perception des locuteurs non-natifs par les
locuteurs natifs (Garrett, 2010). Cependant, peu d’études se sont penchées sur la façon dont les
locuteurs non-natifs perçoivent leur propre accent et jugent l’acceptabilité des autres accents
non-natifs. Par conséquent, la présente étude se concentre sur les attitudes des étudiants
internationaux du programme d’anglais intensif d’une université anglophone montréalaise envers
les accents arabes et chinois en anglais.
Cette étude utilise la technique de locuteur masqué employée dans le domaine de la
psychologie sociale pour déclencher des réactions spontanées à un discours de langue seconde
accentué par deux niveaux d’influence de la langue maternelle. Contrairement aux autres études
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utilisant la technique de locuteur masqué, cette étude n’inclus pas de discours de locuteurs natifs
à des fins de comparaison. Nous pensons que les attitudes négatives potentielles pourraient être
atténuées par l’effet de cadre de référence. Pour expliquer et clarifier les résultats de la technique
de locuteur masqué, nous avons également mené des entrevues semi-dirigées.
Les résultats montrent que les participants expriment un niveau de solidarité relativement
faible envers les accents arabes et chinois en anglais. Pourtant, ce niveau de solidarité est tout de
même plus haut que les études reportées dans la littérature. D’autre part, le statut social des
locuteurs non-natifs a été évalué positivement malgré que les locuteurs aient été reconnus
comme non-natifs. Ceci suggère qu’en plus d’un effet positif déclenché par l’exclusion des
accents natifs, certains facteurs contextuels peuvent avoir influencé les résultats. Nous avons
trouvé que les personnes interrogées notaient plus sévèrement les voix suggérant un niveau
d’éducation élevé, mais étaient plus clémentes envers les voix faisant référence à un contexte
informel. De l’analyse des données, il apparait que les non-segmentals jouent un rôle important
dans les attitudes langagières. De plus, les locutrices se rapprochant du rythme et de l’intonation
des natifs ont reçu des évaluations supérieures sur tous les traits. Nous pensons que ces attitudes
souvent ambivalentes devraient être considérées dans le choix du modèle d’enseignement et dans
le développement de nouveaux supports d’apprentissage de la prononciation pour les étudiants
internationaux.
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Abstract

In the contemporary world, English has become the international language in which most
intercultural communication is conducted (Seidlhofer, 2011). The number of speakers using
English as a foreign or second language (L2) outnumbers the number of native speakers of the
language six times (Crystal, 2003) and, accordingly, English is used more commonly as a Lingua
Franca in the international context than to communicate with its native speakers (Jenkins, 2007).
Because of the global spread of English, there are more people who speak English with a nonnative accent. Such accents often trigger a set of stereotypes insofar as it could have negative
consequences for the speaker in terms of academic success and employability (Lippi-Green,
1994). From decades of research in social psychology and sociolinguistics, it has been
established that accent plays a significant role in how native speakers perceive non-native
speakers of English (Garrett, 2010). However, little has been done in exploring how non-native
speakers of English view their own accent and judge acceptability of other non-native English
accents. Therefore, this study addressed the need for further research focusing on non-native
students’ attitudes towards Arabic- and Chinese-accented English in an English Intensive
Program at an English-speaking university in Montreal.
This study employed the verbal guise technique from the field of social psychology to
elicit spontaneous reactions to L2 accented speech with two levels of first language (L1)
influence. Unlike other verbal guise studies, this study did not include a native speaker sample
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for comparison. We believed our participants’ potential negative attitudes to L2-accented speech
would be attenuated by the reference frame effect. To explain and clarify verbal guise test
results, we also conducted semi-structured interviews.
The results show that the respondents displayed a relatively low level of solidarity with
Chinese and Arabic accents in English. Notwithstanding relatively low solidarity ratings given to
the accented voices, they were still higher than the evaluations documented in the literature. In
addition, high status ratings were found for non-native speakers despite the fact that they were
recognized as such. This suggests that in addition to the positive effect triggered by the lack of
inclusion of native speaker accents, there might be some contextual factors at play. We found
that the participants were harsher in their ratings when the voices represented the more formal
domain of higher education but more lenient when they referred to informal settings. From our
data, it is also evident that non-segmentals play an important role in language attitudes. The
female speakers who approximated their rhythm patterns and intonation contours to those of a
native speaker received higher ratings on all the traits in our data. We believe that, if we want
them to serve the needs of international students, these often ambivalent attitudes should be
considered in the choice of a classroom pronunciation model, and in the development of
pronunciation materials.
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Introduction

In the contemporary world, English has become the international language in which most
intercultural communication is conducted. As such, it has gained a dominant role in many
international domains such as politics, business, culture, research and education. The number of
speakers using English as a foreign or second language outnumbers the number of nativespeakers of the language six times (Crystal, 2003). In today’s world, the majority of English
speakers are non-native speakers of English who have learnt English and who use it to
communicate with other non-natives. English is used more commonly as a Lingua Franca in the
international context than to communicate with its native speakers (Jenkins, 2007).
Because of the global spread of English, there are more people who speak English with a
non-native accent. Such accents often trigger a set of stereotypes insofar as it could have
negative consequences for the speaker in terms of academic success and employability (e.g.,
Lippi-Green, 1994). From decades of research in social psychology and sociolinguistics, it has
been established that attitude plays a significant role in how non-native English speaker accents
are perceived by native speakers of English. However, little has been done in exploring how nonnative speakers of English view their own accent and judge acceptability of other non-native
English accents. Do they believe that certain accents in English are friendlier or more intelligent?
Do non-native speakers rely on the same pronunciation cues when making a judgement of the
speaker’s personal qualities? Do non-native speakers compare their accents to native speaker
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accents? Is there a comradery, a sense of community among non-native speakers of English,
which can be translated into more tolerant attitudes towards non-native pronunciation? What is
the role of contextual factors in the accent evaluation process? These questions fuelled our
interest in investigating the attitudes held by non-native speakers of English towards non-native
speaker accents in English. More specifically, this thesis is concerned with the attitudes towards
Arabic- and Chinese-accented English held by international students in the English Intensive
Program at Concordia University in Montreal.
Overview of the thesis
In Chapter 1, we outline the position of English in the world drawing on Kachru’s (1985)
three concentric circles model. The purpose of this study was to investigate the attitudes towards
Arabic and Chinese-accented English held by international students in the intensive program at
Concordia University. Based on previous research, we established that the attitudes held by ELF
users towards different accents are indispensable in rethinking the traditional approach to
language teaching especially in the area of pronunciation which continues to favor native English
speakers of the two most prestigious varieties of English (General American and Received
Pronunciation). However, there are not enough teachers who qualify to teach pronunciation to
international students, which is exacerbated by the fact that pronunciation receives minimum
attention in language learning (Walker, 2010). Regardless of these limitations, students would
still like to acquire nativelike pronunciation and prefer to be taught what they believe is a
standard variety.
Chapter 2 provides the conceptual and methodological frameworks for the present study.
We start by identifying the concept of an attitude and its importance in both socio-psychology
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and sociolinguistics. We then discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the various methods
used in studying language attitudes paying particular attention to the matched and verbal guise
techniques as their combination was adopted for the final study. Since our study deals with
pronunciation teaching, we compare the two concepts of intelligibility and contrast them with the
English as a Lingua Franca proposal for teaching pronunciation. We then overview the concept
of foreign accent and link it to the critical period hypothesis for pronunciation.
In Chapter 3, we describe the research methodology for the study which drew on the
results of the pilot study conducted in the same context as the current thesis. Both studies used a
mix of quantitative and qualitative methods and techniques for data collection and analysis. The
results of the pilot study allowed us to identify adjectives for the semantic deferential scales and
accents with which the respondents were most familiar. Chinese and Arabic accents were
selected as the most familiar non-native accents and as those which elicited the most detailed
comments from the participants. The findings also suggested that phonological knowledge may
be available to participants in a more detailed way than found in the literature. Another important
result suggests that it might be possible to shift some negative attitudes associated with nonnative accents by manipulating the degree of accentedness. To address the limitations identified
in the pilot study, we chose to employ a mixture of the matched-guise technique and the verbal
guise technique by using one authentic speaker of each accent to produce two levels of
accentedness for the final study. The qualitative aspect of the study included semi-structured oral
interviews.
In Chapter 4, we present the data obtained in the verbal-guise study and semi-structured
interviews in the attempt to answer the research questions. The quantitative data were
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statistically analyzed and validated. The qualitative data were presented according to the themes
that emerged in the analysis and were selectively combined to answer the research questions.
The verbal guise findings suggested that the female non-native voices with less influence from
L1 were perceived positively on all three of the main evaluative dimensions; however, the male
judges were more lenient in their ratings. This suggests that the gender of the interlocutor has the
effect on attitudes exhibited by both the listener and the speaker. We also present findings in
regards to the contextual factors and their influence on the attitudes exhibited by the participants.
Chapter 5 is a discussion of the findings that emerged from this study in the light of
previous research into attitudes, thus linking my findings to broader sociolinguistic and applied
linguistic issues. The rest of this chapter discusses the research value of the study and concludes
by discussing its limitations and providing suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 1
Statement of the Problem

As suggested in the title, this thesis examines language attitudes towards L2-accented
speech, or more specifically towards Arabic- and Chinese-accented English. Due to the number
of variables and, consequently, the research angles involved in this investigation, we employed a
multidisciplinary approach. Our study is situated in the fields of social psychology,
sociolinguistics, and English language pedagogy, more precisely pronunciation teaching. The
major concept that ties this thesis together is the English as Lingua Franca (ELF) framework.
The following two chapters define and explain the core concepts associated with these
disciplines.
Chapter 1describes the position of English in the world using Kachru’s (1985) three
circles of the English language model. The chapter continues by presenting an overview of
pronunciation teaching in an ESL context, followed by an account of students’ expectations from
pronunciation teaching. The chapter concludes with a description of the main purpose of the
study, which is to investigate the attitudes of international students towards L2-accented English.
The Circles of English
Several decades ago, Kachru (1985) tried to characterize speakers of English in varied
contexts. He created a model which divides countries into three concentric circles of English: the
‘Inner Circle’, the ‘Outer Circle’, and the ‘Expanding Circle’ (see Figure 1). The three circles
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“represent the types of spread, the patterns of acquisition, and the functional allocation of
English in diverse cultural contexts” (Kachru, 1985, p. 12). The ‘Inner Circle’ consists of the
countries where English is the primary language of the country, such as in Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, the United States, and the United Kingdom. As of 2003, there are
approximately 400 million people speaking English in these countries (Crystal, 2003). The
‘Outer Circle’ comprises countries where English serves as a second language in a multilingual
society, such as in ex-colonized countries (Singapore, India, the Philippines, and some others).
Crystal (2003) estimates that there are around 430 million users of English as a Second
Language in the world today. The ‘Expanding Circle’ consists of the countries where English is
widely learnt and spoken as a foreign language, such as in China, Japan, Korea, or Russia, to
name but a few. As the name suggests, the number of speakers of English as a Foreign Language
is constantly growing, thus making it a mammoth task to estimate the exact number with any
precision. Crystal (2003) takes “a medium level of conversational competence in handling
domestic subject matter” (p. 68) as his criterion, and estimates a total of approximately 750
million speakers of English in the Expanding Circle. Despite the fact that non-native speakers
greatly outnumber native speakers of English, there is very little change in terms of how English
is taught to non-native speakers, and in particular its pronunciation.
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Inner circle
e.g. USA, UK
320-380 million

e.g. India, Singapore
150-300 million
e.g. China, Russia
100-1000 million

Figure 1. Three circles of English (Kachru’s concentric circles model); Adapted from McKay,
2002.
Until recently, English has been taught as a second (ESL) or foreign (EFL) language.
EFL highlights the importance of learning about the culture and society of native speakers, and
emphasises the importance of imitating native speaker language behaviour (Graddol, 2006). The
EFL approach sees a learner as an outsider, a foreigner who struggles to learn someone else’s
mother tongue. The language is learnt in a community where English is rarely used for
intranational communication (Friedrich & Mastuda, 2010). Therefore, native speakers remain the
superior authority and have a better command of fluent, idiomatically correct language. They are
also believed to be more knowledgeable about the cultural connotations of a language, and are
the final arbiters of the acceptability of any given samples of the language (Phillipson, 1992).
The focus of EFL is grammatical accuracy and native-speaker-like pronunciation. The difference
between ESL and EFL is that ESL recognises the role of English in the society in which it is
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taught (Graddol, 2006). ESL refers to the acquisition of English by those who already have
acquired another language as ‘first’ in a context where English is used on a regular basis
(Friedrich & Mastuda, 2010).
Increasingly, however, speakers from the Outer and Expanding Circles use English to
communicate with each other. In such cases English ceases to be a foreign language and
becomes English as a Lingua Franca.
English as a Lingua Franca
The term ‘lingua franca’ means “any lingual medium of communication between people
of different mother tongues for whom it is a second language” (Samarin, 1987, p. 371). In the
linguistic history of the world, “the term ‘lingua franca’ referred to a variety that was spoken
along the South-Eastern coast of the Mediterranean between appr. the 15th and the 19th century”
(Knapp & Meierkord, 2002, p. 9). The first lingua franca was hybrid in nature, included elements
from multiple languages, and had no native speakers (Jenkins, 2007).
Turning to English as a Lingua Franca (ELF), it is important to briefly overview the
problem of native speakers in ELF communication. Since English is widely used as the mutual
language in settings where native speakers interact with non-natives, native speakers are no
longer excluded from ELF communication. Therefore, ELF is defined as “any use of English
among speakers of different first languages for whom English is the communicative medium of
choice, and often the only option” (Seidlhofer, 2011, p. 7).
Teaching Pronunciation in a Globalized World
The English as a Lingua Franca approach was conceptualized based on the premise that
“interaction in English increasingly involves no first language speakers” (Jenkins, 2000, p. 1).
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However, this did not affect pronunciation teaching, which continued to assume a native-speaker
interlocutor as an exclusive listener for foreign English speakers. As a result, “any attempts to
prioritise pronunciation work for learners have been strongly influenced by contemporary beliefs
about how native speakers make themselves understood to other native speakers” (Walker, 2010,
p. 25).
This prioritization of native speakers in pronunciation teaching originated from the
1940s, when pronunciation instruction was very important and was therefore taught explicitly
form the start (Celce-Murcia et al., 2010). Two schools of language teaching appeared during the
1940s and 1950s; ‘Audiolingualism’ in the United Sates and the ‘Oral Approach’ in Britain.
Both schools put high priority on imitation and memorization of patterns and structures through
minimal-pair drills and dialogues. Classroom activities included articulatory explanations,
guided oral, listening and speaking practice. Students followed a teacher native speaker model
(often presented on a tape). Vowels and consonants were the object of most classroom activities,
while stress, rhythm, intonation, and certain characteristics of connected speech were only
reserved for very advanced learners (Walker, 2010).
In the 1960s, 1970s and into the 1980s there was a sharp fall in pronunciation teaching as
a result of Chomsky’s transformational-generative grammar. Questions were raised as to whether
pronunciation could be learned at all under direct instruction. The research orientation was
shifted away from targeting the form of language towards targeting the meaning of language.
The view of language as a set of systems that consist of “a finite set of patterns for the
production of an infinite number of similarly constructed patterns” (Howatt, 1988, p. 14) was
replaced by the view of language as a means of communication.
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From the 1980s onwards, the ‘Communicative Approach’ has been the dominant method
in language teaching (Celce-Murcia et al., 2010), but it hardly brought about a revival of
pronunciation in language teaching. This approach holds that “since the primary purpose of
language is communication, using language to communicate should be central in all classroom
language instruction” (Ibid., p. 8). In the words of one of the founders of the approach, Savignon
(1990), the primary focus in CLT was “the elaboration and implementation of programs and
methodologies that promote the development of L2 functional competence through learner
participation in communicative events” (p. 210). The approach is based on three principle
criteria: a) pronunciation and intonation are taught in context and in conjunction with speaking
skills, b) instruction in pronunciation serves broader communicative purposes, and c) teaching of
pronunciation and intonation is based on realistic rather that idealistic models (Hinkel, 2006).
Such realistic goals are “to enable leaners to surpass the threshold level so that their
pronunciation will not detract from their ability to communicate” (Celce-Murcia et al. 2010,
p. 9). Students should concentrate on four skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing
(Larsen-Freeman, 2000), hence pronunciation became an integrated part of Listening and
Speaking activities, which meant no explicit pronunciation teaching.
The goal of pronunciation teaching thus has shifted from targeting native speakers to
making students intelligible (Tarone, 2005). While having agreed that intelligibility is pivotal to
oral communication, proponents of Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) could not
develop “an agreed-upon set of strategies for teaching pronunciation communicatively” (CeleceMurcia et al., 2010, p. 9). However, some changes were made to the set of priorities put forward
earlier by proponents of the ‘Oral Approach’ and ‘Audiolingualism’. First, the significance of
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phonemes was downplayed by the importance of suprasegmentals (Stevens, 1989).
Suprasegmentals were then believed to bear the meaning of the message (Ibid., p. 183).
Consequently, the research shifted from targeting individual sounds to analysing stress, rhythm,
and intonation.
Popular though this new shift in teaching suprasegmentals was, it did not mean the end of
phonemes in pronunciation teaching. As Walker (2010) puts it, since the dramatic shift to
suprasegmentals in the 1980s, work on individual phonemes “has slowly made its way back to
into ELT coursebooks at all levels” (Ibid., p. 26). Nevertheless, what has not changed is the
focus on the native speaker as the interlocutor (Ibid., p. 26). Consequently, most current
pronunciation materials assume a native-speaker interlocutor for learners to be intelligible to
(Walker, 2010). Such a premise contradicts the principal use of English today, which assumes
that English is used mostly by non-native speakers of the language who share neither a common
first language nor a common culture, and who use English as a Lingua Franca as their chosen
language of communication (Seidlhofer, 2004). Furthermore, there appears to be a lack of
teachers who can provide instructed pronunciation teaching.
Teachers’ competence. In order to teach pronunciation effectively teachers must have
certain knowledge in the area of pronunciation (Brinton, 2012). Figure 2 displays the knowledge
base required for teachers to effectively teach pronunciation (Celce-Murcia et al., 2010). As seen
in Figure 2, teachers are expected to be knowledgeable both in terms of their familiarity with the
sound system of English and their ability to employ appropriate methodologies for addressing
pronunciation in the classroom (Brinton, 2012). Unfortunately, it appears that only 30% of ESL
teachers in Canada have any formal training in pronunciation pedagogy and only 46%
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incorporate pronunciation instruction into their classes (Foote, Holtby, & Derwing, 2011).
According to the authors, these numbers might also be overestimated, as teachers who do not
teach pronunciation are unlikely to participate in surveys on pronunciation teaching. Gilbert
(2010) suggests that the above problem results from the fact that many teacher preparation
programs do not include a pronunciation course in their curriculum. For instance, there are only
six master’s programs in Canada offering a dedicated course in teaching pronunciation (Foote et
al., 2011).

What the teacher needs to
know

Knoweledge of the
pronunciaiton features
(e.g., articulation rules,
occurrences in discourse)

Awareness of potential
student problems (e.g.,
stemming from the
students' L1 or diagnostic
work)

Pedagogical priorities (i.e.,
which features should be
taught and when)

Figure 2. A required knowledge base for teaching pronunciation (adapted from Brinton, 2012).
Furthermore, teachers need to consider how to integrate pronunciation teaching into the
overall ELT curriculum (Brinton, 2012). For instance, the institution where this study took place
does not a specific course dedicated to pronunciation. Students are expected to improve naturally
over time as their listening and speaking skills evolve through exposure to native speaker
English. In the world of ESL/EFL instruction, teachers seem to be teaching pronunciation skills
within the oral skills class or worse yet, a general English class dedicated to teaching all four
skills simultaneously. In such cases, effectively integrating a full scope of pronunciation features
can present a serious challenge. As Walker (2010) indicates, many ELT courses comprise a total
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contact time of around 120 hours a year. If 10% of that time is spent on pronunciation, this
amounts to only 12 hours, but as we have seen from the previous research findings presented
above, 12 hours is an optimistic figure.
Teachers seem to continue teaching targeted segmental problems such as minimal pairs
which are not always the main source of intelligibility problems. Foote et al. (2011) note that
pronunciation assessment in Canada has not changed in 10 years, a typical assessment still
includes pre-and-post recordings, informal assessment, and tests.
Traditionally, ELT (for both ESL and EFL contexts) recognises four skills that are
necessary for promoting educational success for language students: Listening, Speaking,
Reading, and Writing. In this paradigm, pronunciation teaching has often been downplayed by
broader language performance skills such as speaking and listening (Barrera-Pardo, 2004). In a
very comprehensive volume on teaching English as a foreign language (TEFL), a separate
chapter is dedicated to pronunciation teaching, however, such attention is later understated by the
fact that pronunciation “is not to be regarded as a separate area of language learning, but as a
number of contributory strands in the fabric of English, strands to which teachers and pupils give
their attention from time to time” (Broughton, Brumfit, Flavell, Hill, & Pincas, 1993, p. 64). As
Derwing and Munro (2005) indicate, pronunciation has been marginalised within the area of
applied linguistics. Despite this, achieving nativelike pronunciation remains the most desirable
goal for English language learners.
Students’ Attitudes
No matter how effectively researchers demonstrate the need to rethink the traditional
approach to language teaching, unless these advantages are seen by English language learners,
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any change is unlikely. In this respect, “attitudes toward ELF and individuals’ own perceptions
of its implications for them will inevitably be the principal determining factors” (Jenkins, Cogo,
& Dewey, 2011, p. 307). It appears, however, that learners prefer to be taught what they perceive
as a standard variety (Maley, 2009). In other words, an English native variety that is strongly
associated with the notion of status. In the UK, a speaking style and accent associated with a
high status is called Received Pronunciation (RP). It is promoted by the British Broadcasting
Company (BBC) and is considered the standard for ESL/EFL classes around the world (Moyer,
2013). In the US, broadcast media similarly promoted General American (GA), a “generic,
Midwestern pronunciation” (p. 90). Although the studies of students’ attitudes towards nonnative Englishes have been relatively scarce, there have been a few attempts to capture their
opinions. Dalton-Puffer, Kaltenboeck, and Smit (1997) found a clearly negative attitude among
Austrian advanced learners of English towards their own non-native accent, valuing native
accents more highly. Derwing (2003) explores adult immigrants’ perceptions of their own
pronunciation and the consequences of speaking with a foreign accent in Edmonton, Canada.
The results obtained by Derwing revealed that the learners would like to sound like a native
speaker. Timmis’ (2002) survey explores attitudes to pronunciation, standard grammar, and
informal spoken grammar among students learning English as a foreign language. The
participants revealed an overall tendency to comply with native speaker grammatical and
pronunciation norms. Similarly, Janicka, Kul, and Weckwerth (2008) presented three
independent studies of Polish students' attitudes to native English accents as models for EFL
pronunciation. Almost all respondents place very high importance on the teaching of native-like
accent models. Friedrich’s (2000, 2003) studies on attitudes of Brazilian and Argentine learners
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towards English showed that the students expect to use English with native speakers only.
Jenkins’ (2007) study showed that the majority of her respondents preferred a standard variety of
English, i.e., American or British English. Tsou’s (2012) study of Taiwanese undergraduates’
attitudes toward English revealed that the majority of students recognize the existence of Global
Englishes, but still believe that nativelike English should be the teaching and learning model.
In sum, despite the global spread of English, the shift in pronunciation teaching from
targeting nativelikeness to targeting intelligibility, and the lack of qualified pronunciation
teachers, language learners would still like to acquire nativelike pronunciation. The attitude
studies described above were conducted in various contexts, but in the case of an Englishspeaking university in Montreal, there has been no research into non-native English speakers’
attitudes towards different accents in English. In their study of attitudes and identities of ESL
teacher candidates in Quebec, Steinbach and Kazarloga (2014) found contradictory attitudes
towards native speakers of English. The results revealed that the respondents were strongly
influenced by the political context in Quebec, which in its turn affected their self-perceptions.
Their responses clearly indicate that many future ESL teachers would like to acquire a native like
pronunciation, but they would not like to sacrifice their cultural identity indicated by their French
accent. Contrary to the previous research studies, the authors reported that the majority of ESL
teacher candidates included in their study do not believe that having a non-native accent can
jeopardize their employability. This is because almost all of the students in the study are aiming
to teach ESL in French public schools in Quebec, where a French accent is not a deterrent but in
fact an asset, as administrators prefer to hire Francophones rather than Anglophones because the
latter may not be fluent enough in French to communicate within the school context and with
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parents (Wilson & Riches, 2011). In other words, despite the fact that non-native identities were
somewhat imposed on them, the participants have comfortably accommodated them into the
linguistic reality of Quebec (Steinbach & Kazarloga, 2014).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to investigate the nature of international students’ attitudes
towards two L2-accented English varieties. For the purposes of our research, we focus on
English language learners in the English Intensive Program at Concordia University. These
participants represent the large number of future international students who will use English for
the academic and professional purposes to communicate with interlocutors from across Kachru’s
three circles of English. We specifically focus on two distinctive accents in English: Arabicaccented English from Saudi Arabia and Chinese-accented English from China. These accents
were selected for being the most familiar non-native accents to the students in the Intensive
Program (see Chapter 3 for further detail). This observation is also based on the English
Intensive Program enrollment statistics, which shows that the majority of the international
students come to an English-speaking university from Arabic and Chinese language
backgrounds. Since the participants of the present study were living and studying in the same
program at the time of the experiment, exploring their attitudes will also contribute to our
understating of the importance of accounting for the context in language attitude research.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical and Methodological Frameworks

The present study investigates attitudes of international students in the Intensive program
of Concordia University toward Arabic- and Chinese-accented English. It is contextualized
within language attitude, English as a lingua franca (ELF) and Second Language Acquisition
(SLA) research. The aim of this chapter is to provide a summary of language attitude research
and to present the key concepts pertinent to attitudes of international students towards accented
English. We will start by introducing the main approaches to studying language attitudes.
Language Attitude Research
The concept of ‘attitude’ has been variously defined and characterised from many
perspectives. For the purposes of this thesis, however, attitude is defined as “a learned
predisposition to respond in a consistently favorable or unfavorable manner with respect to a
given object” (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). In other words, people learn attitudes over time by
being in contact with the object directly (experience) or through receiving information about the
object. Language attitudes have been the subject of extensive research over the past 50 years in
the domains of socio-psychology and sociolinguistics. Despite the heated debate over the term
‘language attitudes’, academics in the two disciplines agree that language attitudes are an
important research enterprise. Since the pioneering work of Lambert (Lambert, Hodgson,
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Gardner, & Fillenbaum, 1960; Lambert, 1967), the matched guise technique (MGT) has been the
most widely used method of studying language attitudes in the field of social psychology.
The matched guise technique. Lambert’s idea was to circumvent respondent tendencies
in more direct questioning (questionnaire procedures) to take positions which present an
optimum image of self to the interviewer, i.e., social desirability bias (Garrett, Coupland, &
Williams, 2003; Niedzielski & Preston, 2000). According to Lambert (1967), the MGT “appears
to reveal judges’ more private reactions to the contrasting group than direct attitude
questionnaires do” (p. 94). The procedure is built on the assumption that speech style triggers
certain social categorizations that will lead to a set of group-related trait-inferences (Gilles &
Billings, 2004). For instance, hearing a voice that is classified as ‘French-Canadian’ will
predispose listeners to infer that he or she has a particular set of personality-attributes or
qualities. In the classic model of MGT, respondents listen to a series of recorded speech samples
of the same text read aloud by a number of perfectly bilingual speakers at one time in one of
their languages (e.g., French) and, later a translation equivalent (e.g., English). Groups of
listeners (referred to as ‘judges’) are asked to evaluate the personality social attributes of each
speaker using voice cues only, for qualities such as intelligence, friendliness, ambition, honesty,
sincerity, and generosity. Each speaker’s version is interspersed with other recordings (filler
voices) to avoid them being identified as produced by the same speaker.
The main advantage of this technique is that it allows eliminating the effects of the more
idiosyncratic features of speech such as rate, loudness, timbre, pitch and so forth (Giles &
Bourhis, 1976). To put it another way, judges do not rate individual speakers, as they are led to
believe, but the speakers’ language varieties which are not accessible via more direct methods,
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such as questionnaires, thus, by using the MGT, researchers can infer people’s attitudes from
responses to samples of use. The MGT also has a rigorous design which allows only one
manipulated variable (e.g., accent), so that only this variable remains to explain variable patterns
of response among listeners. This technique has shown how certain individuals can attribute
negative traits to the members of their own group (e.g., in Lambert’s study, French-speaking
Canadians judged English-speaking Canadians more favourably on 10 out of 14 traits). Most
importantly, this technique was an important factor in establishing the cross-disciplinary
[between sociolinguistic and socio-psychology] field of language attitudes (Giles & Billings,
2004). Finally, Lambert and his colleagues identified the judgement clusters of ‘status’ (speaking
a standard variety) versus ‘solidarity’ (speaking a local variety) traits which have been
indispensable to language attitudes studies throughout the world.
Nevertheless, the MGT approach has triggered a great deal of critique. Tajfel (1972), for
instance, suggested that providing subjects with vocal stimulus cues only may be regarded as a
limiting and artificial procedure to be meaningful in an evaluation task. Moreover, Lee (1971)
has raised concerns about what he calls ‘the salience problem’. According to Lee, listeners
listening to the same message from a long series of speakers would make them place more
emphasis on vocal variations in speech than otherwise would be the case in ordinary discourse.
That is, the MGT may result in making language variation more salient than it would normally
be outside the experimental environment (Garrett et al., 2003). There are two additional
problems associated with the MGT as raised by Bradac (1990) and Preston (1989). Bradac
(1990) pointed out that it is possible that the manipulated variable ‘non-standard accent’ may be
misperceived by judges as ‘bad grammar’ rather than a non-standard accent. Preston (1989)
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suggested that researchers could not be sure that even after validating the speech samples by a
group of independent judges, the actual respondents were able to identify where each voice came
from. A further problem is that some respondents can simply refuse to respond to the questions
of how friendly and intelligent the speaker sounded, because they do not want to disagree with
some principles of political correctness (Cunningham-Andersson, 1997). In addition, Agheyisi
and Fishman (1970) pointed out that in the experimental matched guise setting, when the judges
make their evaluations of the speakers, some of the things they might be reacting to could be the
congruity, or lack of thereof, between the topic, speaker, and the particular language variety.
Similarly, the judges are made to evaluate a variety even if they are not familiar with it even if
there is no attitude of any kind towards the variety in question.
The verbal guise technique. In order to address some of the limitations discussed above,
modified versions of the MGT have been adopted. The term verbal guise (VGT) has been used to
refer to a variation of the MGT in which different speakers are used for each of the experimental
stimuli. In other words, the speech samples are provided by authentic speakers of each variety
rather than one speaker using different guises. According to Garrett (2010), using authentic
speakers of each variety is likely to give more accurate representations. The rest of the procedure
remains similar to the MGT.
However, the VGT has its own disadvantages. For example, there is a chance that
variables such as the voice quality or delivery speed will influence informants’ ratings. The
variation in the subject matter of the samples (if the same text is not used) can also have a
significant impact on the variables under the investigation. Moreover, using several speakers for
each variety can cause fatigue in respondents. To offset the fatigue effect, fewer accent varieties
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will be used in the present study. Despite their popularity, the matched and verbal guise
techniques, the direct approach has been the most dominant paradigm in attitude research
(Garrett, 2010). Folk linguistics is an example of it, as will be discussed next.
Folk linguistics. Niedzielski and Preston (2000) were the first to employ the term ‘folk’
without any pejorative connotations such as rustic, ignorant, uneducated. They use the term to
refer to the views and perceptions of those who are not trained professionals in the area being
investigated (Garrett, 2010). In our case, international students are non-specialists in relation to
linguistics. Having pointed out the apparent lack of research in the area of folk linguistics,
Niedzielski and Preston propose their own approach to studying folk beliefs. This approach is
rooted in the three areas of concern pointed out by Hoenigswald (1966). According to
Hoenigswald, researchers [in dialectology] should be interested not only in ‘what goes on’ in the
language, but ‘how people react to what goes on’, and ‘what people say about all this’. In their
2000 book, Preston and Niedzielski tried to situate these three areas within a more general
framework of linguistic concerns, as illustrated in Figure 3. The top of the triangle (a) is
language production and comprehension, which consists of phonetics, morphology, syntax,
semantics and pragmatics. Underlying (a) there is an (a’), the domain of the cognitive principles
which allow the utterance and understanding of the things uttered and understood at (a) – the
‘competence-performance’ dichotomy (see Chomsky, 1965). The bottom of the triangle (the
right hand side) has been investigated by social psychologists under the label language attitudes
(subconscious reactions to language). The left hand side has been the domain of folk linguistics
(conscious reactions to and comments on language).
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Figure 3. Folk linguistics in language studies (Niedzielski & Preston, 2000).
In other words, the folk linguistic approach aims to reveal people’s beliefs about different
language varieties by means of exploring how they overtly categorize and judge those varieties.
Preston (1989) argues that:
to study adequately the attitudinal component of the communicative competence of
ordinary speakers, some attention needs to be given to beliefs about the geographical
distribution of speech [...] the degree of difference perceived in relation to surrounding
varieties [...] and anecdotal accounts of how such beliefs and strategies develop and
persist. (p. 4)
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However, Niedzielski and Preston (2000) did not just want to simply collect opinions
about language. Their study sought to know the organizing principles behind linguistic folk
belief. Turning to the study itself, two methods were employed: ‘hand-drawn maps’ and ‘ratings
of areas’. People were asked to provide a map representing language variation, as they saw it,
and articulate their beliefs about language, its use and its users in relatively rigid questionnaires –
a quantitative approach. However, there is a qualitative element, which involves researchers and
respondents engaging in “open ended conversations about language varieties, speakers of them,
and other related topics” (Preston 1999, p. xxxiv). The idea behind interviewing respondents
after they have finished the research tasks is “to determine the etiology of their rankings,
mappings, and identifications” (Niedzielski & Preston, 2000, p. 46) and to allow the respondents
to express any other ideas or comments they might have about language distribution and status.
As Lindemann (2005) points out, « such analysis provides much more information on why
community members react as they do to different varieties, what aspects of varieties are salient
for them and why, and the degree to which beliefs are shared in a community » (p. 189).
In spite of its popularity, there are two major limitations to the folklinguistic approach:
First, many things the folk say about language are completely wrong (e.g. some languages are
better or more complex than others). Second, according to Niedzielski & Preston (2000), there
are things that are completely inaccessible to folk knowledge. Phonology, for instance, may be
available to folk awareness, but in a general way (Ibid.). In other words, folk respondents are
aware of some non-native accents, dialect varieties, and so on, but specific items to describe
those phenomena are often unavailable to them, which will be taken into account in the data
analysis. Furthermore, the US participants in Niedzielski and Preston’s study demonstrated a
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clear in-group effect or covert prestige by favouring accents that sounded more like their own
regional dialect over even more ‘correct’ varieties. Extending this kind of work to our study, we
predict that the international students of Chinese and Arabic backgrounds will exhibit more
favourable attitudes towards the speakers of their own variety, thus confirming the existence of
covert prestige or solidarity with their in-group members.
Students’ Attitudes towards Different Accents in English
As discussed in Chapter 1, there has been a slowly growing number of studies looking at
students’ attitudes towards different non-native accented English. Most studies have looked at
students in the Expanding and Inner Circle countries. There is a body of research that provides a
picture of attitudes towards different native and non-native English in the UK (Timmis, 2002),
Austria (Dalton-Puffer, Kaltenboeck, & Smit, 1997), Poland (Janicka, Kul, & Weckwerth, 2008),
Brazil and Argentina (Friedrich, 2000; 2003), Taiwan (Tsou, 2012) to name a few. Jenkins’
(2007) study embraced a larger context of the three Kachru’s Circles. In the context of Canada,
Derwing (2003) explores adult immigrants’ attitudes toward their own pronunciation. All of the
aforementioned studies revealed a unanimous preference for the two standard accents of English:
General American and Received Pronunciation. They were often perceived as the most
intelligible, the most respected and the most beautiful (Kirkpatrick, 2007). Therefore, it is only
natural that learners’ aspirations are focused on what they perceive to be the best they can
achieve.
Kirkpatrick (2007) names a possible reason why most students and teachers in the Inner,
Outer and Expanding circles are still in favour of the native model: it has been codified. First and
foremost, this means that grammars and dictionaries are available, and it is needless to mention
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an extensive amount of on-line resources to be used for self-studies or as a part of in-class
teaching. Having GA or RP as a major pronunciation model allows teachers and students to have
unified standards to be evaluated against. The debate whether these two models are still relevant
for pronunciation teaching in various contexts revolves around the notion of ineligibility.
The Concept of Intelligibility
Munro, Derwing and Morton (2006) define intelligibility as “the extent to which
speaker’s utterance is understood” (p. 112). However, this definition is an umbrella term that can
harbour very different concepts. As Nelson (2011) puts it “understanding is so general a word as
to be virtually useless for any close analysis of speech events” (p. 21). Nelson himself adopts
Smith’s framework for more complex levels of participants’ apprehension of speech events (see
Smith, 1992; Nelson, 2011), which consists of three components: intelligibility,
comprehensibility, interpretability. In Smith’s framework, intelligibility “comprises those
features of phonetics and phonology that we need in order, first, to recognize the language we are
hearing, and then to apprehend the phrases and words that will provide comprehension and
apprehension of intentions” (p. 32). In other words, intelligibility is a component of language
interaction that functions at the sound system level. Jenkins’s (2000) use of the term
‘intelligibility’ is that of Smith and Nelson (1985), but unlike them she does not believe that “the
most serious misunderstandings occur at the level of comprehensibility and interpretability”
(p. 335). Jenkins (2000) regards phonological form as a prerequisite for successful
communication.
However, for a speaker to be intelligible, it is necessary to have a listener to be
intelligible to. Therefore, it is important to ask ‘who is that assumed listener whom our speaker
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should be intelligible to?’. In reviewing intelligibility studies to date, Rajadurai (2007) points out
that almost all of the research into the intelligibility of different second-language accents has
been based on judgements made by native speakers from the Inner circle (Ibid.). To a large
extent, intelligibility up to now has been seen as “a one-way process in which non-native
speakers are striving to make themselves understood by native speakers whose prerogative it was
to decide what was intelligible and what was not” (Bamgbose, 1998, p. 10). The problem lies
with the fact that the responsibility for successful communication rests entirely on speakers’
shoulders. Surprisingly, such imbalance between listener and speaker’s responsibilities in
establishing and maintaining intelligibility still dominates both the intelligibility principle and
the nativeness principle in pronunciation teaching, as will be discussed next.
Nativeness principle. The ‘nativeness principle’ favours NS norms for ESL/EFL
learners. According to this principle of language learning, language was viewed as a hierarchy of
encoded forms and language learning as the mastering of these forms. The pronunciation class in
this view was one that gave primary attention to phonemes and their meaningful contrasts,
allophonic variations, along with structurally based attention to stress, rhythm, and intonation.
Instruction featured articulatory explanations, imitation, and memorization of patterns through
drills and dialogues, with extensive attention to correction (see Celce-Murcia et al., 2010). This
was the dominant paradigm in pronunciation teaching until the 1960s when the ‘cognitive
movement’, influenced by Chomskyan transformational-generative grammar and cognitive
psychology, deemphasized pronunciation in favor of grammar and vocabulary.
The use of past tense here is misleading since most currently published pronunciation
materials are consistent with the nativeness principle (Levis, 2005). After examining 29 books
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and 11 book chapters treating pronunciation, Kanellou (2011) concludes that General American
and Received Pronunciation accents are prevalent in published materials. As Cruttenden (2001)
points out, “if a model is used at all, the choice is still effectively between RP and General
American” (p. 81). As identified by Kirkpatrick (2007), the decisive criteria in the choice of
teaching models are prestige and legitimacy of native speaker models.
Moving on to pronunciation performance targets, it is stated that if a learner attempts to
approximate to RP or some other native standard, his/her achievement may lie somewhere
between two extremes: “the lowest requirement can be described as one of minimal general
intelligibility […] at the other extreme, the learner may be said to achieve a performance of high
acceptability” (Cruttenden, 2001, p. 298-299). High acceptability is defined as:
a level of attainment in production which is as readily intelligible as that of a native RP
speaker and which is not immediately identifiable as foreign, and as a level of receptive
ability which allows the foreign listener to understand without difficulty all varieties and
styles of RP. (Cruttenden, 2001, p. 302)
Minimal general intelligibility is: “one which preserves the chief elements of the RP system and
is capable of conveying a message with some ease (in a given context) to a native English
listener” (Cruttenden, 2001, p. 307-308).
As clearly seen from the above quotes, EFL/ESL speakers’ proficiency is measured
according to the proximity of a speaker’s use of English to the norms of standard NS usage, and
that a NS interlocutor determines the level of intelligibility that has taken place. Dewey (2009)
presents a similar argument by saying that “language assessment in ELT tends […] to be very
much concerned with prescription and proscription regarding ENL norms […] the goal of
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learning and teaching [is defined] according to avoidance of difference” (p. 73). The only
alternative approach to pronunciation teaching to date which is concerned with the productive
and receptive intelligibility of non-native speakers in multilingual settings is that of Jenkins
(2000).
English as a Lingua Franca Approach to Teaching Pronunciation Before her seminal 2007
book on language attitudes, Jenkins decided to explore the phonology of English from a different
perspective. Considering the number of interactions between non-native speakers of English, she
wanted to detach her research from the mainstream TEFL which still advocated teaching English
as a foreign language to communicate with its native speakers (Jenkins, 2000). The purpose of
her research is twofold, the first is to describe and analyse how speakers of ELF behave
phonologically. The second is to reconsider the problems of mutual phonological intelligibility
and acceptability, with the aim of facilitating the use of ELF. Despite the fact that mutual
phonological intelligibility is extremely difficult to identify, and there is still no general
consensus in the use of the term intelligibility, Jenkins tried to establish a set of nuclear norms
(features) for all L2 speakers of English which were to result in mutual phonological
intelligibility between non-native speakers in international contexts.
To collect her empirical data, Jenkins recorded interactions between upperintermediate/low-advanced students who were learning English in the UK. The analysis of her
data produced the following results: out of 40 instances of communication breakdowns 27 were
attributed to pronunciation, thus Jenkins concluded that pronunciation was the most important
cause of breakdowns in ELF communication (Jenkins, 2000). After thoroughly analysing her
data, Jenkins identified the features of English pronunciation that repeatedly caused
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communication breakdowns thereby establishing the ‘Lingua Franca Core’, which is summarised
in forthcoming Table 1.
Lingua Franca Core features. Consonants. Because of the impact the substitution of
consonants has on ELF communication, the LFC requires speakers to be competent, both
receptively and productively in all but two of the consonant phonemes of English (Walker,
2010). The two exceptions are the voiceless and voiced ‘th’ sounds, /θ/ and /ð/. Substitutions of
these phonemes did not cause phonological unintelligibility on a single occasion in Jenkins’s
data. The other omission from the LFC relates to a phonetic rather than phonemic feature. This is
the use of dark /l/, or /ɫ/ which comes after a stressed vowel, but its substitution with clear /l/
does not affect intelligibility in ELF communication. The LFC also gives additional guidance as
to the optimum pronunciation of four more consonants: /p/, /t/, /k/, /r/ (see Table 1 below).
Consonant clusters. Consonant clusters are groups of two or more consonants as /st/ in
stop and /tr/ in trip. Clusters are not common to all languages, so students learning English often
find them difficult to pronounce. The outcome of this is that many students simplify consonant
clusters by deleting one of the consonants in the cluster (‘deletion’) or by inserting a short vowel
between two of the consonants (‘epenthesis’). The former is likely to seriously compromise
intelligibility (e.g. pronunciation of ‘product’ as ['pɒdʌk]; Jenkins, 2000). Only certain deletions
are intelligible in word-medial and final position (e.g., in ‘friendship’ and ‘facts’ the ‘d’ and ‘t’
may be deleted even in careful native-speaker speech).
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Table 1
Pronunciation Targets for the LFC.
Core Features
The consonant inventory

all consonants except /θ/, /ð/ and dark /l/
rhotic /r/ only
intervocalic /t/ only

Phonetic Requirements

Aspiration after /p/, /t/, and /k/.
Appropriate vowel length before fortis/lenis consonants

Consonant cluster

Word initially, word medially

Vowel quantity

Long-short contrast

Nuclear (tonic) stress and word groups

Critical

Non-Core Features
Vowel quality

L2 (consistent) regional qualities

Weak forms

Unhelpful to intelligibility

Features of connected speech

Inconsequential or unhelpful

Stress-timed rhythm

Unnecessary

Word stress

Unteachable/can reduce flexibility

Pitch movement

Unnecessary/unteachable

Notes. Based on Jenkins (2007).

Vowel sounds. As regards vowel sounds, there are two considerations: quality (e.g., low
or high) and quantity (or duration, represented in American English as tense or lax). Whereas
vowel quantity appears to be relatively stable across different varieties of English, vowel quality
varies enormously, which is why “it cannot be claimed that these [differences in vowel quality]
are vital for mutual intelligibility” (Jenner, 1989). The LFC takes a similar position by asking
students and teachers to concentrate their attention on the long-short differences between vowels
(e.g., the difference between the vowel sounds in ‘pitch’ and ‘peach’), rather than achieving
native-speaker quality. The same requirement applies to diphthongs: students should try to
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achieve sufficient length in the diphthong rather than native-speaker quality (Walker, 2010).
However, the focus on quantity does not mean that the LFC dispenses with quality. On the
contrary, students are expected to be consistent in their use of their preferred vowel qualities
(Jenkins, 2000).
Nuclear stress. The last of four major pronunciation features that make up the LFC is the
production and placement of nuclear (tonic) stress. An example of nuclear stress would be: a) I
like to play with MAry b) I like to PLAY with Mary. In a), the nuclear stress falls on the last
lexical item. This is known as ‘unmarked’ (neutral) stress, and it tells us who the speaker likes to
play with. In b) the nuclear stress is earlier in the thought or intonational group. It is an example
of ‘contrastive’ stress, and the placement of the nucleus on a word other than the last lexical item
gives the word a different meaning (Walker, 2010). By choosing to put the stress on ‘play’, the
speaker draws attention to the fact that he likes to play with Mary, as opposed to any other
activity like singing or speaking. In Jenkins’s data, the inappropriate use of nuclear stress caused
serious communication breakdown on a number of occasions. The correct placement of nuclear
stress is not possible without word groups (thought units), which are the way in which English
speakers divide their utterances into smaller meaningful units, or chunks, each containing one
nuclear syllable (Jenkins, 2000). The borders between different word groups are marked by
pauses. Breaking speech into manageable blocks of information makes it easier for the listener to
process the message. Learners’ problems with nuclear stress are often the result of their inability
to segment the speech stream into word groups (Ibid.). Additionally, reference to word groups
facilitates the learning of nuclear stress placement for students by indicating which words they
need to process together for meaning.
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Lingua Franca Non-Core features. A number of features which are seen pivotal to
intelligibility for English as a Foreign Language (EFL) were omitted from the LFC. These noncore features include pitch movement (tone), word stress, stress-timing (stress-timed rhythm),
vowel quality, and weak forms, as well as certain features of conceded speech – linking,
assimilation, and coalescence (Jenkins, 2007; Walker, 2010). Jenkins’s thinking behind the
exclusion of certain features was the fact that she does not see them as teachable or necessary for
mutual phonological intelligibility. To be more precise, Jenkins finds most aspects of intonation,
except nuclear stress, to be ‘unteachable’ in the classroom context. The ELF pronunciation
position is that when ELF speakers replace these ‘non-core’ features of English with forms
influenced by their own L1s, the results should be regarded as instances of legitimate regional
variation rather than errors (Jenkins, 2000). In other words, supporters of ELF believe that
Expanding Circle ELF speakers should have the same rights as ‘Inner’ and ‘Outer Circle’
speakers in terms of their regional accents being accepted, rather than having their local
pronunciation features described as ‘errors’ (Ibid.). As far as pronunciation teaching is
concerned, Jenkins’s proposal emphasises segmentals and deemphasises the importance of
suprasegmentals (rhythm, stress, and intonation) (Dauer, 2005).
Having made these points, Jenkins (2000) suggests that the LFC features are not needed
all the time. For instances, if conversation partners both come from the same L1s, it is possible
for them to continue producing the shared non-native variant of a certain sound for intelligibility
between themselves even if it contradicts the LFC (e.g., Russian speakers substituting /w/ for /v/)
(see also Swan & Smith, 2001). As a result, the use of their shared variant would increase
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intelligibility and would also signal solidarity between them, i.e. group affiliation (see
Gatbonton, Trofimovich, & Magid, 2005).
To summarise, the pronunciation research carried out by Jenkins (2000) explored two
interrelated phenomena: pronunciation-based intelligibility problems between non-native
speakers of English and the use of phonological accommodation. Jenkins’ view on teaching
pronunciation is an almost complete reversal of current research in phonology which stated that
segmental errors have a rather less serious effect on intelligibility than do suprasegmental errors
(Derwing & Rossiter, 2003).
Criticism of the Lingua Franca Core
As seen from the previous discussion, Jenkins’ research into NNS-NNS interactions does
not support the idea that suprasegmental features are more important for intelligibility than
segmental features. According to Jenkins (2000), all of the breakdowns in communication “were
caused by the transfer of L1 sounds” (p. 88). Her research results have sparked controversy. For
instance, Derwing and Rossiter (2003) have found that “if the goal of pronunciation teaching is
to help students become more understandable, then […] it should include a stronger emphasis on
prosody” (p. 14). Brown (1991) also argues for primacy of suprasegmentals, “the
suprasegmentals are more basic and contribute more to intelligibility and accent. They should
therefore appear first in textbooks and be mastered first by learners” (p. 4). Gilbert (2008) in her
booklet on teaching pronunciation states categorically that “without a sufficient, threshold-level
mastery of the English prosodic system, learners’ intelligibility and listening comprehension will
not advance, no matter how much effort is made drilling individual sounds” (p. 8). She concludes
by appointing the highest priority to rhythm and melody, “[p]racticing pronunciation without
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prosody is like teaching ballroom dancing, only the students must stand still, practice without a
partner, and without music” (Ibid., p. 9).
Nevertheless, Jenkins insists on distinguishing between native-speaker interactions and
the non-native speakers that she was studying. Native speakers and very highly qualified nonnative speakers, according to Jenkins, use what she calls ‘top-down processing’ to access
meaning. That is to say, they use “knowledge and expectancies to guess, predict, or fill in the
perceived event or message” (Pinker, 1994, p. 474). In contrast, non-native speakers at lower
levels of proficiency use ‘bottom-up processing’, which assumes that they are heavily dependent
on segmental sounds and are often unable to use contextual clues to process the message. Based
on her findings, Jenkins (2000) concludes that “given speakers’ frequent inability to ‘say what
(they) mean’ pronunciation-wise, which is compounded by listeners’ seemingly ubiquitous use
of bottom-up processing strategies, pronunciation is possibly the greatest single barrier to
successful communication” (p. 83).
From what we have presented so far, it is clear that the segmental-suprasegmental debate
is rooted in the notion of intelligibility. The emphasis on teaching of prosody “as the most
efficient way of achieving some measure of fluency” (Dauer, 2005, p. 545) stems from a NS
orientation towards pronunciation teaching, because such fluency positively correlates with NSs’
perceptions of intelligibility and thus must be prioritised in pronunciation teaching (Ibid.). In
essence, the ways in which native speakers use stress, rhythm, and intonation to construct their
spoken message are still regarded as the processes that underlie successful interaction of all
kinds. Conversely, Jenkins emphasizes the segmentals as vital for the preservation of
phonological intelligibility between non-native speakers of English. She sees NNS-NNS
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interactions as essentially different from the interactions between NS-NNS, therefore, they
should not be treated equally.
Prosodic Features in ELF Communication
However, some of the most recent work involving prosody is Pickering’s (2009) research
into the use of intonation as a pragmatic resource in ELF interaction. Her research aimed at
testing Jenkins’s (2000) hypothesis that pitch patterns are neither teachable nor learnable.
Pickering (2009) sets out to investigate what meaning, if any, ELF interlocutors may
systematically attribute to pitch movement. She recorded a 17 hour data set with twenty-five
proficient and non-proficient ELF speakers from a variety of L1 backgrounds, and four native
speakers. The participants and setting resemble data described in Jenkins (2000). Pickering’s
(2009) data suggests that ELF interlocutors “do orient to pitch movement cues in the shape of
tone and key choices” (p. 250). Key and tone choices are used to signal a possible trouble source
and to negotiate their resolution. Thus, Pickering concludes that “pitch movement clearly has a
role in the production of intelligible and successful interaction in ELF discourse” (Ibid., p. 251).
However, her findings do not suggest that ELF interaction duplicates the NS-use of intonation as
a pragmatic resource, particularly, in what is called ‘socially integrative’ uses of tone choice, for
instance, the use of raising tone instead of falling tone to indicate disagreement without sounding
rude. Pickering’s participants had “no expectations of this kind of intonation function” (Ibid.,
p. 251). She explains this by saying that learners supposedly acquire certain fixed intonational
patterns or ‘chunks’ via foreign language instruction and then they bring them to their ELF
interactions (Ibid.). Based on the above, it is safe to say that pitch movement is one of the areas
in which the LFC needs a degree of what Walker (2010) calls ‘fine-tuning’.
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The Concept of Foreign Accent
In order to understand how the LFC differs from traditional perspectives on
pronunciation teaching, it is important to clarify the notion of a foreign accent. The definitions of
a foreign accent vary in their degree of disapproval ranging from “all potential deviations from
speech that a native speaker would consider normal” (Calla McDermott, 1986, p. 34) , “a
deviation from the generally accepted norm of pronunciation of a language that is reminiscent of
another language, i.e., the speaker’s native language” (Jilka, 2000, p. 9) to “how different a
pattern of speech sounds compared to the local variety” (Derwing & Munro, 2009, p. 476). Each
of the above definitions implies the idea of a standard against which a foreign accent is judged.
One of the best-known statements of a standard for English reads “one should follow ‘the
usuall speach of the Court, and that of London and the shires lying about London within IX.
myles, and not much above” (Quirk, 1985, p. 1). This statement dates back to the year 1589,
where there was no sign of the English language becoming the International language it is today.
A more recent definition that reflects the complex nature of accent is provided by Moyer (2013).
According to her, accent is a “set of dynamic segmental and suprasegmental habits that convey
linguistic meaning along with social and situational affiliation” (p. 11). This definition applies to
native and non-native speakers of the language. Based on our ability to control these segmental
and suprasegmental features, our linguistic competence may be judged by listeners according to
perceived similarity-difference. Niedzielski and Preston (2000) and Moyer (2013) observe that
listeners often rate their own accents more positively while foreign or less familiar accents tend
to trigger negative ratings.
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The distinctiveness of an accent can also affect the perception of the speaker’s social
identity (Beinhoff, 2013). These variations within a given accent are often referred to as “level of
accentedness” which is defined as “the distinctiveness of an accent and how easily this accent
might be identified by a listener” (Ibid., p. 55). The term “level” is not indicative of language
proficiency as “pronunciation is the only area where even very advanced L2 users cannot correct
their performance once it has been brought to their attention that this performance deviates from
native-like norms” (Dörnyei, 2009, p. 245).
This observation is in line with SLA research findings which suggest that there is a
connection between the development of phonetic skills and the age of L2 learning.
Critical period hypothesis and accent learnability. The main argument against the
nativeness principle in pronunciation teaching appears to be age. It is still believed to be the
major obstacle to acquiring a native-like pronunciation in adult language learners. Originally, the
notion of a critical age was formulated by Penfield and Roberts (1959), but it was Lenneberg
(1967) who put forward the argument for lateralization of the brain which starts at the age of two
and finishes at the beginning of puberty. Lateralization is the assigning of certain functions to
brain hemispheres. The period prior to the completion of lateralization is called the critical
period. During this period children are most likely to acquire a perfect command of the second
language. After the critical period, it becomes almost impossible to attain native-like proficiency,
especially in the area of pronunciation.
The evidence for the critical period hypothesis for pronunciation has been accumulating
for many years (Munro, Flege, & MacKay, 1996). For instance, Scovel (2006) claims that
pronunciation is the only area that is affected by the critical period, and that most of the adults
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who learn English will have an accent. Scovel argues that the reason for the special susceptibility
of pronunciation to maturation constraints is that speaking is the only overtly neuromuscular
linguistic skill: it requires the intricate programming and timing of neuromuscular movement to
produce native-like speech, and the mastery of this skill is qualitatively different from that of
other aspects of the language. In Munro, Flege and Mackey’s study (1996) of 240 Italian learners
of English, they found that only 6% of those who immigrated to Canada after the age of twelve
achieved a nativelike pronunciation. Flege et al. (1999) in his study of 240 Korean immigrants to
the United States found that age constrains the learning of second language phonology to a
greater extent than it does the learning of second language morphosyntax. This does not
conclude that it is absolutely impossible to lose one’s accent after the age of 12, but the examples
of exceptional adults losing their accent after the age of puberty are still scarce (Derwing, 2003).
Critical Summary
The purpose of this study is to examine the attitudes of international students towards
Arabic- and Chinese-accented English. This literature review has attempted to show that
studying language attitudes is a methodologically challenging enterprise for the reasons outlined
below:
1.

Matched guise technique in its pure form cannot be used to research the attitudes in
this study because of the inauthentic nature of the samples which are normally
produced by the bilingual or multilingual speaker. A solution adopted for this study
is to use a mix of matched and verbal guise techniques. By using the authentic
speakers of Arabic and Chinese accents, we will be able to elicit more accurate
connections between accent and attitude. To minimize the negative influence of
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variables such as voice quality, pitch and other idiosyncratic features, one speaker of
each accent will be asked to produce two recordings with varying degree of foreign
accent.
2.

Instead of using the labels or traits found in the literature, prior to the study, we
elicited responses from a similar group of students through employing a task used in
folk linguistics. The participants were asked to overtly describe and categorize
different native and non-native varieties of English. Their responses were codified to
create more meaningful labels for the participants. However, in order to maintain
comparability with the precious research, the traits associated with the status and
solidarity evaluative dimensions remained the same or similar.

For the purpose of this research study, we focus on Arabic and Chinese speakers for
several reasons. First, there is a lack of research into the attitudes of students to non-native
accents in English as most of the similar studies deal with either teachers or teacher trainees.
Second, Students of Chinese and Arabic language background represent the majority of the
international students coming to study at English-speaking universities in Canada. Third, the
internationals students are particularly vulnerable to accent discrimination practices as after years
of study, they will still likely retain the features of their L1. Other contributing factors are a lack
of qualified English teachers who can teach English pronunciation efficiently and a decline in
brain plasticity in adult learners in regards to phonology.
Since the present study deals with the students who participate in intercultural
communication on a daily basis, at least within their classroom, it falls into the English as a
Lingua Franca paradigm. Despite setting more realistic goals for pronunciation teaching, ELF
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pedagogy has been criticized by both researchers and practitioners for representing the falling
standard of pronunciation teaching and jeopardizing mutual intelligibility. In order to see what is
at play in intercultural communication, we need to ask non-native speakers about their attitudes
towards non-native English accents. With this in mind, this study addresses the following
research questions.
Research Questions
1.

What are the attitudes of international ESL students towards Chinese and Arabic
accented English?

2.

What is the role of degree of foreign accent (accentedness) in forming attitudes
towards Arabic and Chinese accented English?

3.

How does accent recognition affect status and solidarity ratings?

4.

What pronunciation features of Arabic and Chinese accents are salient to the
participants?

Research hypotheses. Based on a body of literature that highlights the effects of
learners’ attitudes towards non-native accents, the following hypotheses were put forward before
the study:
1.

Overall attitudes towards Chinese and Arabic accented English will be positively
influenced by the multilingual context of Montreal and will exhibit some level of ingroup solidarity.

2.

Arabic and Chinese accented English with less influence from the L1 will be rated
highly on both status and solidarity traits than their more-accented counterparts.
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Accent recognition will have a negative effect on status traits for Arabic and Chinese
accents with more influence from L1.

4.

Consonants will be more salient to the participants than vowels in their perception of
Arabic and Chinese accented English.
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Chapter 3
Methodology and Research Procedures

This chapter provides a description of the research methodology for the present study,
which employs various techniques adapted from the relevant literature. We will initially describe
the pilot study that helped us develop the main instruments used in this study’s data collection.
We will then continue with a description of the participants and the study itself, concluding with
a brief overview of the data analysis procedures.
Before Data Collection
To develop the research methodology for the present study, a pilot study was conducted
in 2013 on the same topic, in which 32 advanced international students described and rated nine
different accents in English using the verbal guise technique (discussed in Chapter 2) and a
seven-point Likert scales. The study drew on Garret et al. (2003)’s major investigation of
language attitudes in Wales. In their study, the authors used a multiple-method program of
language attitude research which included direct and indirect techniques of attitude elicitation.
By employing the multiple-method approach, Garret et al. showed how different methods can
complement each other.
The primary focus of the pilot study was to select adjectives for the future semantic
differential scales and to check whether Chinese and Arabic accents were the two accents with
which the participants were most familiar. Since the final study aims at international students, it
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was crucial to elicit the vocabulary they would use to express the degree of status or solidarity
with a particular accent instead of borrowing adjectives from previous attitude research. The
pilot study consisted of two parts. Part One was a questionnaire study containing ratings, scales,
and maps. Part Two was a verbal guise study that employed scales and keywords. We will give a
brief overview of both studies below as they were pivotal in finalizing the instruments for the
main study.
The pilot study was conducted in the Intensive English Program at Concordia University
(Montreal) with two groups of advanced ESL students. To obtain information regarding the
participants’ background, they were asked to indicate their ethnic origin, approximate age and
gender. Based on the data provided, all the participants were from the Expanding Circle
countries (Kachru, 1985). Their native languages included Mandarin Chinese, French, Arabic,
Vietnamese, Korean, and Spanish. The age of the respondents ranged from 16 to 39 years of age.
Out of 32 participants, 20 were males and 12 females. We allocated a number to each participant
to protect their identity which, as seen from the data, allowed them to express more sensitive
attitudes.
As shown in Chapter 2, perceptual dialectology aims at revealing overt attitudes held by
non-linguists or the folk by asking them to categorise different language varieties using a blank
map (Niedzileski & Preston, 2000). Employing the direct approach used by folklinguistics, we
provided participants with a map of the world and asked them to write a brief description of each
accent followed by a familiarity scale. Three Inner Circle countries – the UK, the US, and
Canada were selected to represent so-called Standard English accents (General American and
Received Pronunciation). Six countries – Saudi Arabia, China, France, Portugal, Russia, and
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Spain were included to represent the Expanding Circle regions and provide a spread across the
most common first language backgrounds of the students enrolled in the Intensive Program at
Concordia University.
After the map-labelling task, we asked the respondents to list the five English accents
they thought were the best in the world. We encouraged them to choose any accent from the map
provided to give them the freedom to explore other accents in English. The purpose of the rating
task was to compare the obtained results with those of Jenkins’ (2007) study in which she also
asked her respondents to choose and rank five best accents in the world. In the context of
multicultural and multilingual Montreal, we expected to see a complete reversal of the hierarchy
of the English accents found by Jenkins as our participants would have been exposed to English
from across Kachru’s three Circles of English. Part One ended with a blank section asking the
participants to write about any other native or non-native accents they knew to help me broaden
the accent sample for the final study. The participants suggested adding Japanese and Indian
accents to the voice stimuli. However, theses accents are rare in the context of the Intensive
program where both studies were conducted; therefore, they were not part of the final sample.
In Part Two of the pilot study, the same participants were asked to listen to nine
recordings of the same text read in the nine accents used in the map-labelling study. The first
task in Part Two was based on the Folk linguistic approach to studying attitudes (Garrett, 2010).
The participants were asked to jot down their first impressions as they listened. The second task
was to complete six attitude rating scales using a seven-point Likert scale, one of the main
measurement tools employed in the field of language attitude studies. Each end of the scale was
labeled ‘very’/’not at all’ as in ‘very friendly’/’not at all friendly’. In addition, the participants
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were asked to guess the first language of each speaker to address what Preston (1989; 1999) calls
the perception question.
Preston’s (1989) perception question raises a variety of identification issues. He suggests
that in order to ensure the validity of the findings, the respondents should be asked to name the
place of origin of each speaker. . Lindemann (2003) pointed out that patterns of misidentification
had seldom been examined. McKenzie (2008) believes that these misidentifications of language
varieties may become a confounding variable which can turn data interpretation into a very
difficult task. McKenzie (2008) suggests that a variety recognition question is particularly
pertinent in eliciting attitudes held by non-native speakers who might be less familiar with and
have more difficulty in identifying certain L2 varieties.
Results of the pilot study. As described above, the pilot study consisted of two parts
(Part One and Part Two). Part One focused on identifying the participants’ degree of familiarity
with native and non-native accents in English and obtaining descriptions of those accents. Part
Two focused on eliciting more spontaneous reactions to each of the nine accents and measuring
covert attitudes towards them using the verbal guise technique and Likert scales. The results
obtained from Part One of the pilot study suggested that the most familiar non-native accents
were Chinese and Arabic accents in English. The results confirmed our initial observation that
Chinese and Arabic accents in English would be recognized as the most familiar non-native
accents due to the number of students from China and Arabic-speaking countries enrolled in the
Intensive program. The least familiar accents included Russian and Portuguese which could be
attributed to a very low number of students from those regions enrolled in the Intensive Program
at Concordia University.
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Our primary focus in the map-labelling task was the descriptions that the participants provided
for each accent. The descriptions ranged widely from complimentary (e.g., classy) to disparaging
(e.g., stupid). In order to facilitate the analysis of the characterizations, they were paraphrased
and summarized using the context of each description. They were then divided into three main
categories: positive, neutral and negative attributes. The absence of a category means that there
was no comment to merit a description. The results are set out in Table 2.
These findings demonstrate ambivalent attitudes towards native and non-native accents
presented in the pilot study, ranging from pejorative to complimentary, with the negative
comments mostly reserved for non-native speaker accents. As expected, the most familiar
accents elicited the most detailed comments. An unexpected finding in the overt
characterizations was that the students focused on very specific pronunciation features for the
most familiar accents. They named individual sounds (mostly consonants), rhythm, speed of
delivery, connected speech phenomena, intelligibility, and overall fluency. These findings
contradicted Niedzielski and Preston’s (2000) observations that phonology may be available to
folk awareness only in a general, non-specialized way.
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Table 2
Accent descriptions by the participants.
Native accents
American

Positive: clear, easy to understand, simple, clear /r/, fluent
Neutral: widespread
Negative: sometimes they don’t follow grammar

British

Positive: formal, easy to understand, clarity, politeness, old-fashioned, intonation patterns, classy
Neutral: /r/ sound, normal
Negative: difficult, fast

Canadian

Positive: clear, polite, easy to understand
Neutral: the same as American accent. Variable, French influence, a mix of British & American

Non-native accents
Arabic

Positive: clear, some Arabs sound like native
Negative: very fast, prominent /r/ and /h/ sounds, problems with /p/ and /b/, difficult to
understand, “throaty” pronunciation, “retroflex”, very fast, unclear, very slow

Chinese

Positive: in-group intelligibility for Chinese speakers
Negative: L1 influence; lack of word stress; particular consonants; “inability” to speak English

French

Positive: best accent ever (by a Frenchman); not hard to understand
Neutral: sounds like French
Negative: consonant /R/, lack of clarity, “retroflex”, long pauses, strange

Portuguese

Positive: clear
Neutral: unfamiliar
Negative: difficulty with /r/, /d/, /z/ sounds, “heavy”, fast

Russian

Neutral: Never heard it, strong /t/ and /r/ sounds, close to Italian/French/Arabic
Negative: very hard, heavy, strong, quick

Spanish

Neutral: unfamiliar, accented
Negative: prominence of /r/ and /s/ sounds, not clear, problematic /p/, /b/, /θ/ sounds, fast
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As illustrated in Table 3, the ranking task revealed that US and UK accents were ranked
as the best in the world, confirming Jenkins’ 2007 results, with the exception of the Arabic
accent, which was not included in her investigation.
Table 3
Accent rankings.
Ranking

Accent

1

American

2

British

3

Canadian

4

French

5

Arabic

Part Two of the pilot study aimed at investigating spontaneous reactions to and more
private attitudes towards the nine accents. To achieve such goals, it included ‘keywords’ and
scales. The responses that the participants wrote down when they heard each of the nine accents
were grouped into the same three categories: positive, neutral and negative. However, not all the
accents received comments that fit each category. The comments are presented in Table 4 using
the participants’ original wording.
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Spontaneous reactions to accents by the participants.
Native accents
American

Positive: lovely, young, clear, fluent, awesome
Neutral: native
Negative: annoying, angry, bored, sad

British

Positive: friendly, clear, fluent, beautiful, classy, fancy, clear
Negative: fast

Canadian

Positive: good English, sophisticated, polite, clear
Neutral: listening practice in class
Negative: not very friendly, fast

Non-native accents
Arabic

Positive: clear, beautiful

Chinese

Negative: Funny, hard to listen, not good, stupid

French

Positive: cute, funny, cool, not bad
Negative: horrible, hard to understand, unclear, boring

Portuguese

Positive: friendly, likable, easy to understand, polite, clear, nice, cool
Neutral: not bad
Negative: annoying, not beautiful,

Russian

Neutral: difficult to recognize, OK
Negative: funny, stupid, strong, very slow, not clear, difficulties in English, no knowledge of
English

Spanish

Positive: awesome, clear
Neutral: not bad, OK,
Negative: annoying, heavy, fast, angry
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As seen from Table 4, the accented guises triggered some very vivid responses, some of
which very negative, bordering on irritation. These responses correspond with Garrett et al.’s
(2010) observation that there is an overall negativity in these kinds of evaluations. One could
speculate that such irritation stems from the inner conflict between deep-seated standard
language ideologies and desire to express one’s identity through accent. The keywords extracted
from Part Two were later used to create the scales for the final verbal guise study employed in
this thesis so that they could provide participants with more meaningful (personalized, realworld) labels. The results from the seven-point Likert scales were statistically analyzed to
calculate the overall mean for each accent. The means can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5
Participants’ responses to different accents in English (means).
Attractiveness
(friendly)
British

Superiority
(smart)

2.65 British

Correctness
(correct English)

Appropriateness
(international
communication)

Desirability
(sound like this)

Social
Attractiveness
(likability)

3.00 British

2.40 American

2.43 American

2.84 Arabic

2.84

Portuguese 2.75 Arabic

3.03 American

2.43 Arabic

2.78 Arabic

3.18 American

3.06

Arabic

2.78 American

3.15 Canadian

2.62 British

2.90 British

3.21 British

3.15

Chinese

3.18 Canadian

3.21 Arabic

2.75 Canadian

3.06 Canadian

4.03 Portuguese 3.53

American

3.28 Portuguese 3.53 Spanish

French

3.56 Chinese

3.71 Portuguese 3.31 Spanish

4.09 French

4.43 French

3.87

Canadian

3.59 French

3.71 Chinese

3.93 Chinese

4.15 Chinese

4.50 Chinese

4.06

Russian

4.06 Spanish

3.96 French

3.96 French

4.28 Spanish

4.71 Spanish

4.31

Spanish

4.12 Russian

4.71 Russian

4.28 Russian

4.84 Russian

5.43 Russian

5.00

3.25 Portuguese 3.62 Portuguese 4.18 Canadian

3.78
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These ratings show that the British accent was rated highest on status traits such as
‘smart’ and ‘correct’. The American accent was rated best on desirability and appropriateness.
As regards to the non-native accents, one unexpected result was the high rating of the Arabic
accent compared to the other non-native accents used in the pilot study. Despite very negative
overt attitudes expressed in Part One, the Arabic accent was awarded the highest rating on the
solidarity trait (‘likability’), was the second ‘smartest’ and the ‘most appropriate’ accent winning
over the Canadian accent. To understand this discrepancy we should now turn to the perception
question (Preston, 1989; 1999). When asked to identify the country of origin of each speaker, the

Percentage [%]

following results were obtained (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Percentage of correct identifications for country of origin.
Since the identification rate for the country of origin of each sample was relatively low,
with the exception of Chinese and British English, we decided to separate the results into
native/non-native categories. The results for the native category are captured in Figure 5 and for
the non-native in Figure 6.

Native/Nonnative [%]
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Figure 5. Percentage of native accents identified as belonging to a native English speaker
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Figure 6. Percentage of nonnative accents identified as belonging to a non-native speaker
As shown in Figure 5, over 60% of the respondents recognized British, Canadian and
American accents as native. Figure 6 on the other hand, reveals that almost 90% of the
participants identified Chinese and Russian accents as non-native followed by French and
Portuguese. However, the Arabic accent was categorized as a non-native accent by only 31% of
the participants. These numbers suggest that, in addition to familiarity, the level of accentedness
and accent recognition have an effect on ratings. In the overt descriptions, the Arabic accent was
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mostly depicted in negative terms; however, when slightly accented Arabic English was
presented as a sound file, it was rated highly on likability, prestige and solidarity traits.
Therefore, based on the data from the pilot study, we believe that recognition seems to have a
positive effect on status traits for native accents and negative effect for non-native accents. The
findings suggest that it is possible to circumvent some negative connotations associated with
certain non-native accents given the degree of accentedness.
A number of limitations were identified in the pilot study. They fall under four main
categories: delivery speed, sex of speakers, expertise of listeners, and voice quality. Three of
these were addressed in the final study, which will be described below. Unfortunately, there was
no way of addressing the delivery speed of the tasks as high delivery speed negatively correlates
with the level of accentedness. In other words, the slower the delivery speed is, the more nonnative the subject sounds to participants. If we wanted to vary the level of accentedness, we must
allow for certain variability in delivery speed.
Overall, the pilot study proved useful in confirming that Chinese and Arabic accents in
English were the two non-native accents with which the students in the Intensive Program were
the most familiar with. The results also suggest that non-native speakers are capable of detailed
descriptions of native and non-native English accents. Some of the vocabulary items obtained in
the pilot study were used in the construction of the traits and labels for the final study. The final
research methodology will be described in the remaining section of this chapter.
Data Collection
To the best of our knowledge, apart from the pilot project presented earlier, there is no
study aiming at eliciting international students’ attitudes towards different accents in English in
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the context of multilingual Montreal. Seeking to fill in this research gap, this study employs a
multiple-method approach, or what Garrett (2010) calls “an integrated programme of language
attitude research” (p. 201). By choosing to employ a multiple-method approach, the study can
benefit from what different methods have to offer. Dörnyei (2007) summarizes the main
advantages of ‘mixed methods research’ design by saying that the use of both qualitative and
quantitative approaches can bring out “the best of both paradigms, thereby combining
quantitative and qualitative research strengths” (p. 46).
Context of the study. The study was conducted in the English Language Intensive
Program at Concordia University in Montreal. The program consists of eight levels and is
primarily designed to prepare students whose first language is not English to enter English
language universities or colleges. Each level is comprised of 260 contact hours with native or
near native teachers. Most teachers are native speakers of Canadian English who are proficient in
at least one more language. Upon successful completion of the Advanced 2 level with a final
grade above 70%, students will automatically meet the proficiency requirements for admission to
Concordia University, one of the two Anglophone universities of Montreal. The program
accommodates approximately 300 students each of the four sessions.
Selection of voice stimuli. The first language speakers for the quantitative part of the
study were selected based on the results obtained in the pilot study described in detail above.
Chinese and Arabic accents in English proved to be the most familiar non-native accents to the
international students in the pilot study. These findings correlate with the numbers of students
from Chinese and Arabic backgrounds enrolled in the program at Concordia University. Arabic
and Chinse accents in English elicited the most elaborate descriptions in the map-labelling task
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from the participants in the pilot study, which could be explained by the fact that these accents
are the most frequently heard in the student environment. In addition, the Chinese-accented voice
sample used in the pilot study received most vivid descriptions and was the easiest to recognize
among the non-native accents employed. In contrast, the Arabic-accented sample was the least
recognised non-native accent, despite eliciting very detailed comments in the map-labelling task.
This discrepancy between downgrading descriptions of the Arabic accent in the map-labelling
task and favourable evaluations of the accent presented on tape strengthened our decision to
include Arabic accent into the final sample. Additionally, these accents represent two different
cultural and social groups which are distributed widely outside their national territories, and
comprise 35.8 % of total international enrolment in Canada (Statistics Canada, 2012). Due to
variation in Arabic and Chinese accent, Arabic accented English from Saudi Arabia and
Mandarin accented English from China will be used as representative of the majority of the
Arabic and Chinese international student group in Canada. Despite their high level of familiarity
to international students, native speaker accents were excluded from this study as we wanted the
participants to reveal their internal points of reference to Standard English instead of providing
them with an external reference for comparison. By excluding NS models, we also expected to
see a positive shift in our participants’ attitudes to L2-accented speech. From previous research,
we know that the same speaker can be categorised as an ingroup or an outgroup member
(Lambert et al., 1960) depending on the frame of reference which is in part determined by the
surrounding accents (Dragojevic & Giles, 2014). Based on this reasoning, we expected to obtain
more positive results for ingroup members or, in other words, more favourable language attitudes
towards L2-accented speech samples from the participants’ own L1. In sum, the lack of NS
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models for comparison can prompt the participants to express a higher degree of solidarity with
the more recognizable accents from their own ingroup, and give more favourable ratings to the
L2 slightly-accented guises on status ratings by shifting away their frame of reference from
native speaker models to their own international identity.
In order to eliminate the effects of the more idiosyncratic features of speech such as rate,
loudness, timbre, pitch and so forth, which were identified as limitations in the pilot study and
discussed earlier in this chapter, in the present study, we employed a mixture of the matchedguise technique (MGT) and the verbal guise technique (VGT). In the classic model of MGT,
respondents listen to a series of recorded speech samples of the same text read aloud by a
number of perfectly bilingual speakers at one time in one of their languages (e.g., French) and,
later a translation equivalent (e.g., English). Groups of listeners (referred to as ‘judges’) are
asked to evaluate the personality characteristics of each speaker using voice cues only, for
qualities such as intelligence, friendliness, ambition, honesty, sincerity, and generosity. Each
speaker’s version is interspersed with other recordings (filler voices) to avoid them being
identified as produced by the same speaker. The MTG also has a rigorous design which allows
only one manipulated variable (e.g., accent), so that only this variable remains to explain variable
patterns of response among listeners.
Despite its prominent position in sociolinguistic research, the MGT has received criticism
on a wide range of issues with the most often cited being participant deception (e.g. participants
believe they evaluate different speakers, not a bilingual representing different guises). To address
the above concern, a modified version of the MGT has been adopted. In the verbal guise
technique (VGT), although the respondents will still believe that they are rating people rather
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than language, the speech samples will be provided by authentic speakers of each variety rather
than one speaker using different guises. However, as we saw in the pilot study, the VGT has its
own disadvantages such as the voice quality or delivery speed that can influence informants’
ratings. By combining the two techniques, we hope to mitigate these limitations.
The final samples of Arabic and Chinese accented English were selected based on their
level of accentedness, i.e., how easily this accent can be identified by a listener (Beinhoff, 2013).
As seen from the pilot study results discussed earlier, accent recognition has an impact on
ratings, i.e., the native accents that were recognised as native received higher ratings on status
and non-native accents that were identified as non-native received lower ratings. To collect
original recordings, male and female speakers of these first languages were asked to read the
selected text up to three times before their first recording in order to minimize possible false
starts that would impact comprehensibility. Drawing on Beinhoff’s (2013) study, I asked each
speaker to make two recordings with different levels of influence from L1 to arrive at different
levels of accentedness. Out of 40 recordings, the most suitable samples were chosen for each
accent based on the speaker’s ability to adjust his or her accent to sound more or less
representative of their country of origin.
The VGT allows exploring several variables at a time. There were several findings in the
pilot study pointing at a possible effect of gender on attitudes towards non-native accents.
Therefore, it was decided to include a male and a female speaker of each variety, i.e. four
speakers and eight recordings in all. To account for the multilingual context of Montreal and to
distract the participants from the fact that they were judging the same four speakers, four ‘fillers’
were recorded. Two people who spoke in Spanish accented English and two who spoke
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Quebecois French accented English. The responses to the filler voices will be excluded from the
data analysis.
Elicitation text. The text chosen for the present study is a modified version of Walker’s
(2010) elicitation paragraph. It covers a wide range of possible English sound variations, and was
deemed age and context appropriate by the researcher. The average length of the passage if read
out loud at normal pace is about 25 seconds which is shorter than narratives used in other studies
(Garrett, 2010), but longer than sentences or phrases employed in purely phonetic experiments
(Beinhoff, 2013). The pilot study revealed that the minimum duration of a speech sample to elicit
listeners’ attitudes was between 8-10 seconds. Despite these findings, it was decided to use a
slightly longer passage to allow for vowel/consonant variation but not longer than 30 seconds to
avoid a possible fatigue effect.
The reason for choosing read speech over spontaneous speech is based on the fact that it
would be almost impossible to control the content of the recordings. As it has been shown in
previous research, the context has an enormous impact on listeners’ attitudes (Agheyisi &
Fishman, 1970). The use of vocabulary and lexical diversity can also impact evaluations (Levin,
Giles & Garrett, 1994). To address the above issues, we opted for the text reading task, which is
presented below.
Hi Zoe. Thanks for your message and the invitation. A fancy dress party. What made you
think of that? It sounds amazing! I wish I could join you, but I have to stay here and
work. I’ve got a small problem – my course project has to be in next Tuesday. Truly
depressing! Take some pictures of the party and put them on your blog. See you soon. I
hope.
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Table 6 outlines possible difficulties with consonants for speakers of Saudi Arabic and
Mandarin Chinese in English using a Contrastive Analysis approach for comparison (e.g.,
Binturki, 2008; Swan & Smith, 2001). Based on the findings from the pilot study, we
hypothesize that consonants will be the most salient pronunciation feature of non-native speech.
Other difficulties for Arabic speakers may include /i/ and /e/ vowel sounds, and onset and
coda clusters. Mandarin Chinese speakers may experience problems with vowel quantity (e.g, /i:/
vs. /ɪ/; /u:/vs. /ʊ/), obstruent codas and consonant clusters.
Selection of judges (participants). Participants for the quantitative part of this study
were international students enrolled in the Intensive Program at the Centre for Continuing
Education of Concordia University. All participants had a similar level of proficiency in English
as identified by either their entry or previous level completion score. After approaching the
administrator of the program and five teachers, we had access to 30 Advanced 1 (A1) level
students enrolled in the fall session in the English Intensive Program. As advanced students, they
had a strong foundation in the speaking skills which allowed them to participate in the follow-up
interviews. A1 international students came from various language backgrounds and were familiar
with different non-native accents in English as they had completed at least four sessions in the
program. Furthermore, they all started learning English in their L1 environment prior to coming
to Montreal.
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Table 6
Predicted consonant difficulties for Arabic and Chinese accented English based on Contrastive

Plosive

Fricative

Affricate

Nasal

Trill

Approximant

Eng.
Arb.
Chin.
Eng.
Arb.
Chin.
Eng.
Arb.
Chin.
Eng.
Arb.
Chin.
Eng.
Arb.
Chin.
Eng.
Arb.
Chin.

pb
b
pb
fv
f
f

θð
θð

td
t d tˤ dˤ
t
sz
s z sˤ zˤ
s

Glottal

Pharyngeal

Uvular

Velar

Palatal

Alveolar

Dental

Labiodental

Bilabial

Analysis (adapted from Binturki, 2008).

kg
k
kg
ʃʒ
ʃ
ʃʒ
ʧ

h
h
h

ʧ
n
n

ŋ

r
ɹ

A total of 30 international A1 students completed the verbal guise part of this study.
There were 18 male and 12 female respondents ranging from 16 to 49 years of age, with the
majority aged 20 to 29 years old. The mother tongues of the participants are presented in Table
7.
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Table 7
VGT participants by mother tongue.
Mother tongue

Number of participants

Arabic

12

Chinese

10

French

2

Spanish

2

Vietnamese

2

Persian

1

Ukrainian

1

As seen from this table, the majority of the respondents were speakers of Arabic or
Chinese, with four speakers of Romance languages, two Vietnamese speakers and one Slavic
speaker respectively.
Research Design and Procedure
The first part of the questionnaire included factual questions which were used to find out
biographical data about the respondents which is presented Table 7. After the participants
completed the personal information part, they were invited to work on the language attitude
study. They were presented with the embedded sound files using a shared Google Drive folder.
The participants were instructed by the researcher and her colleague to listen to each sample
once over headphones. As they listened, the participants were asked to rate the speakers’ accents
using six-point semantic differential scales.
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The rationale for using semantic differential scales rather than the Likert scales employed
in the pilot study is that, they, in our opinion, they were more accessible to non-native speakers
of English as each end of the scale was labelled with semantically opposing adjectives (e.g.
boring/interesting) instead of “very/not at all”. Such wording, we believe, did not allow
overthinking as it required less mental processing. The positive category was always kept on the
right hand-side as opposed to the pilot study in which, we followed the numbering procedures
from previous attitudinal studies where 1 meant “very” and 7 “not at all”. These procedures did
not prove to be optimal as in the standard everyday survey rating scale we are asked to rate from
“dissatisfied” to “satisfied”. For the present study, we also decided against using an odd number
of points on the scale to prevent the participants from adopting a neutral position. An example of
the scale used to rate each speaker in the VGT study is presented in Table 8.
Table 8
An example of verbal guise labels obtained from the pilot study.
Speaker 1
Unfriendly

1

2

3

4

5

6

Friendly

Stupid

1

2

3

4

5

6

Smart

Boring

1

2

3

4

5

6

Interesting

Lazy

1

2

3

4

5

6

Energetic

Unclear

1

2

3

4

5

6

Clear

Uneducated

1

2

3

4

5

6

Educated

Selection of labels. Previous research into attitudes has shown that it is important to
choose meaningful labels to use on the scales (Lambert et al., 1960; McKenzie, 2008). In the first
part of the pilot study, we asked the respondents to describe nine different accents in their own
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words. In the second part of the same study, the informants were instructed to jot down their first
reactions to nine different stimuli. We categorized the answers into groups of six traits
“friendly”, “clear”, “interesting”, “energetic”, “smart” and “educated”. These labels have been
used in previous studies, and they cover the main evaluative dimensions identified by Zahn and
Hopper (1985). These dimensions include “superiority”, “attractiveness” and “dynamism”. The
exact wording for construction of each scale was selected based on the data obtained in the pilot
study.
In addition to attitudinal data, the participants were asked to guess the first language of
each speaker to address the perception question raised by Preston (1989) about identifying the
speaker’s origin and to name the exact features that helped them recognize each accent to shed
light on how accents are processed by non-native speakers of English and which features are
salient to them.
The data collection was undertaken at the Concordia Language Institute in the fall of
2014. Two computer labs were reserved to accommodate the large number of participants. Prior
to the verbal guise task, each A1 student was notified via e-mail about the general purpose of the
study. Upon arrival, the participants were divided into 2 groups and asked to sign the student
consent form approved by the Education and Social science ethics committee of the Université
de Sherbrooke. They were then given a paper based questionnaire for the verbal guise task to
familiarize themselves with the scale labels. Each questionnaire was numbered to protect the
anonymity of the subjects. The respondents were also encouraged to ask questions about the
procedure. The verbal-guise task was supervised by the researcher, her colleague and the A1
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teachers. The participants were not allowed to talk, share or discuss their ratings with each other
to insure the validity of their responses.
Semi-structured interviews. Interviewing is perhaps one of the oldest methods of datagathering. An interview is a conversation that has a structure and a purpose (Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2009). Interviews can be characterised in terms of their degree of formality:
unstructured, semi-structured, and structured (Nunan, 1992). An unstructured interview is guided
by the responses of the interviewee rather than the agenda of the researcher. The researcher has
little or no control over the direction of the interview. In a semi-structured interview, the
interviewer has a general idea of where he/she wants the interview to go, and what should come
out of it, but he does not enter the interview situation with a list of predetermined questions. This
type of an interview generally follows a rough pattern, with often unscripted prompts being used
flexibly to cover a range of issues. A structured interview follows the agenda predetermined by
the researcher, who asks a set of questions that were arranged in a certain order to elicit a certain
type of information. The type of interview one chooses will depend on the nature of the research
and the degree of control the interviewer wishes to exercise (Ibid.).
Because of its flexibility, the semi-structured interview has become the most popular tool
among researchers wishing to obtain qualitative data of some sort (Nunan, 1992). The
advantages of the semi-structured interview are, first of all, the personal contact with the
respondent which provides a better chance for an honest and serious response. Secondly, it
delegates a degree of power and control over the interview to the interviewee. Furthermore, the
researcher is more tuned into the process; therefore, he/she can assess the mood of the
respondent, thus reducing the chance of boring him/her. Finally, this form of interview gives one
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“privileged access to other people’s lives” (Nunan, 1992, p. 150), or as Kvale and Brinkmann
(2009) put it, it is an interview “with the purpose of obtaining descriptions of the life world of
the interviewee in order to interpret the meaning of the described phenomena” (p. 3).
We should keep in mind that the interview is a special form of conversational practice,
which was developed in everyday life independently from epistemological discussions (Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2009). However, if we want to cast light on different understandings and practices of
research interviewing, it is important to clarify certain epistemological conceptions, because
these theoretical issues have a certain impact on the way scholars design and conduct their
research inquiry. There are two different epistemological conceptions of interviewing as a
process of knowledge ‘collection’ or as a process of knowledge ‘construction’, respectively. The
first conception is close to the mainstream conception of modern social sciences where
knowledge is already there, waiting to be unearthed, whereas the second conception is nearer to
anthropology and a postmodern constructive understanding that involves a conversational
approach to social research. Qualitative research interviewing can rely on both conceptions. An
example of the former is the grounded theory approach advocating inductive theory building
through the collection of data that exists independently of the method and the researcher (Kvale
& Brinkmann, 2009). An example of the latter view would be social constructionist approaches,
such as discourse analysis, which states that data is not given, but rather created in and through
the conversation, “leading to a conception of the interview as a meaning-making process” (Ibid.,
p. 301). These two epistemological conceptions of knowledge affect the practical decisions the
researchers have to make in their projects. If we believe that knowledge emerges from the data,
then leading questions will be viewed as a bias in interviewing. Conversely, if we believe that
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knowledge is constructed, then leading questions is a way of inquiring into the strength of
subjects’ beliefs. As Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) indicated, the production of knowledge
through interviews can take different forms; therefore, it is important to choose your own
position with regard to the interview practice. In order to do it, it is important to consider
numerous disadvantages in using interviews which cannot be overlooked.
In the first instance, the interview data are difficult to process and codify (Agheyisi &
Fishman, 1970). Also, in the oral interview the interviewer runs the risk of biasing or influencing
the respondent. One possible source of bias is the asymmetrical relationship between the
participants. No matter how much freedom the participant has, the interviewer has much more
power over the course of the interview. As Nunan (1992) points out “[T]he inequitable
relationship between the interviewer and the interviewee will affect the content of the interview
as well as the language which is used” (p. 150). In sociolinguistics, this phenomenon is called the
“observer’s paradox” (Labov, 1966).
Participants and procedure. The procedure for choosing the participants for the followup interview involved contacting the students who had left their e-mail address on the
questionnaire and inviting them to partake in the interviews. Unfortunately, only 12 people
responded favorably to the invitation. At this point, it was decided to contact the rest of the
advanced students in the program who did not take part in the verbal guise study to provide a
larger sample for the qualitative part of the study (the total amounted to 23 students). Although it
might be seen as a disadvantage of the study, those additional 11 participants volunteered to
share their overt attitudes with the researcher in lengthier interviews that would have been
possible with larger groups of participants. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, participation in the
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VGT study was not a prerequisite for expressing attitudes towards Chinese and Arabic-accented
English. As Major et al. (2002) suggest, familiarity correlates with how certain accents are
perceived. The 11 students who did not participate in the VGT study but were interviewed were
already familiar with Chinese and Arabic-accented English and, consequently, had clearly
formed attitudes towards them, as they had spent considerable time in the program where the
majority of the students come from China and Saudi Arabia.
Interviewing procedures. The semi-structured interviews were conducted after the VGT
study. By including a qualitative element in the purely quantitative research, we wanted to
explain and clarify the verbal guise results and to double-check certain evaluative reactions.
Each interview lasted approximately 20-40 minutes and the duration was determined by
the participants’ willingness to speak. The interviews were recorded using a portable voice
recorder, a cellular phone and a laptop. The files were saved in the WAV format, 16bit 44.1
KHz. The interviews took place at Concordia University in a quiet research lab. All the
interviews were carried out in English by the researcher.
The participant consent form (Appendix A) was given to the participants prior to the
interview in order to briefly explain the purposes of the study. They were assured that the data
gathered including any personal details would be treated confidentially. In addition to this, all my
contact details were provided in case they would like to know the results of the study or ask any
further questions. Moreover, there was a consent form enclosed which encouraged the
participants to ask questions on the study and requested their permission to be quoted for the
purposes of the present study.
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In the warm-up part of the interview, the participants were asked for personal details such
as age, native language and language learning history. It is very important for this study to
include the native language of the participants, as it is predicted to have some bearing on the
final results. It was decided to include the information about the age of the respondents as well in
order to represent the general opinion of a group of young adults who use English for different
purposes in Montreal. The question about language learning history allowed us to confirm that
the respondents are all of a similar proficiency in English. The background information on the
interview participants is summarized in Table 9 where AOA is the age of acquisition, L is
language and a blank item indicates that no response was provided.
The second part of the interview focused on students’ attitudes towards different varieties
of English using the English as Lingua Franca approach as a backdrop. This is the crucial part of
the present research as the main aim was to elicit students’ attitudes. As those were semistructured interviews, they did not follow a script, but more general questions to cover the main
range of issues related to non-native accents, the ELF, their own pronunciation, the
sociolinguistic reality of Montreal and other topics that had emerged from the VGT data such as
pronunciation features of Arabic and Chinese accented English. The main goal of this study was
to understand the rationale behind the participants’ reactions to the stimuli expressed in the
attitudinal study.
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Table 9
Interview participants. Background information
Code name

Age

Gender

L1

Nationality

L2, L3

AOA

S1

18

F

Chinese

China, NE

English

5

S2

35

M

Spanish

Mexico

English

kid

S3

19

F

Russian

Russia

English

7

S4

22

F

Vietnamese

Vietnam

English

21

S5

20

F

French

Lebanon

Arabic, Spanish, English

8

F

French

Morocco

Arabic, Spanish, English

S6
S7

29

F

Arabic

Libya

English

10

S8

19

M

Chinese Cantonese

China, SE

English, Mandarin

9

S9

18

M

Arabic

Jordan

English

12

S10

22

F

Chinese

China, SE

English, local language

primary

S11

40

M

Arabic

Libya

English

31

S12

42

M

Arabic

Libya

English

20

S13

20

M

French

France

English

14

S14

23

M

Arabic

Saudi Arabia

English

11

S15

22

F

Arabic

Morocco

English, French

18

S16

26

M

Chinese

China, NE

English

12

S17

29

F

Russian/Ukrainian

Russia

English, French

school

S18

32

F

Portuguese

Brazil

English, French

S19

19

F

Spanish

Venezuela

English

school

S20

19

F

Chinese

China, S

English

10

S21

19

M

Spanish

Venezuela

English

5

S22

F

Spanish

Mexico

English, French

S23

M

Arabic

Libya

English
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Data Analysis Procedures
The quantitative data was statistically analysed using spreadsheets. At the initial state of
the data analysis, the mean ratings for each trait were calculated. Following previous research
into language attitudes (Beinhoff, 2013; McKenzie, 2015; Yook & Lindemann, 2013), a one-way
ANOVA was carried out for each significant trait to evaluate the difference between the mean
ratings of the VGT.
The qualitative data was recorded and transcribed using transcription conventions
adapted from Jenkins (2007). In order to preserve the true nature of the spoken texts, it was
pivotal to include prosodic markers to uncover international students’ attitudes towards nonnative accents. As Jenkins (2007) has observed, it is important to “pay close attention not only to
what people say/write about ELF but also to how they say/write it” (p. 110 italics in the original).
Table 10 illustrates the prosodic transcription conventions adopted for the interviews. As
Jenkins (2007) pointed out, the prosodic features, such as pauses, laughter and emphasis can
provide a better understanding of the interviews than just a content analysis. For an example of
an interview transcribed in this manner, see Appendix D.
As data were transcribed, we took notes of the observations we made. Once the
interviews were transcribed following the transcription conventions presented in Table 10, the
transcripts were analyzed for common patterns and themes. The excerpts relevant to the research
questions were identified and highlighted. For each research question, we attempted to generate a
short answer in the form of a statement and search for quotes from the interviews to support or
refute it.
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Table 10
Prosodic transcription conventions for the spoken texts (adapted from Jenkins, 2007).
X

Incomprehensible word

XX

Incomprehensible phrase

?

Question-like

(.)

Pause of less than a second

(3)

Approximate length of pause in seconds

…erm …

A pause with a sound

CAPS

Emphatic or contrastive stress

Over [lapping talk]

Overlapping talk

(English)

Guess at word(s)

full stop.

To indicate termination

@

Laughter

↗

Rising pitch

↘

Falling pitch

<>

To indicate other modes of speaking

I

Interviewer

S1, S2, S3, etc

Interviewee

To summarize, Chapter 3 presented the methodology for the investigation into the
attitudes towards Chinese and Arabic-accented English held by international students. Firstly, the
pilot study was described. Second, after considering the results and the limitations of the pilot
study, the final methodological instruments were presented. These instruments formed a mixedmethod study that consisted of the quantitative element in the form of the verbal guise technique
and the qualitative element in the form of semi-structured interviews. Third, the research
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procedures were explained. The chapter concluded by outlining the data analysis procedures. The
following chapter will present the main findings from the verbal guise task and semi-structured
interviews that were used to elicit international students’ attitudes towards Arabic and Chinese
accented English.
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Chapter 4
Results

This chapter presents the results of the verbal guise study (Appendix B) and semistructured follow-up interviews (Appendix C) conducted in the Intensive program at Concordia
University’s English Language Institute in order to elicit the attitudes of international students
towards Arabic and Chinese accented English. As discussed in Chapter 2, these studies were
designed to answer the following research questions:
1.

What are the attitudes of international ESL students towards Chinese and Arabic
accented English in the context of Montreal?

2.

What is the role of perceived level of accentedness in forming attitudes towards
Arabic and Chinese accented English?

3.

How does accent recognition affect status and solidarity ratings?

4.

What features of Arabic and Chinese accents are salient to the participants?

The first part of Chapter 4 will outline the results from the verbal guise study in light of
the four research questions. The second part of this chapter will report on the results from the
semi-structured interviews in relation to the first and fourth research questions. The data from the
interview study will be presented according to the main themes outlined in Chapter 3 and will be
used to shed light on the verbal guise task results.
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Verbal Guise Study Results
As shown in Chapter 3, we chose to include a group of six traits into the VGT study,
which cover the main evaluative dimensions identified by Zahn and Hopper (1985), such as
status, solidarity and dynamism. In addition to these, we added labels that deal with
intelligibility, the sociolinguistic context of Montreal, the perceived nativeness, and
pronunciation features of each speaker. The participants were asked to evaluate each guise on the
scale from one to six with six being the most positive. The first step in analyzing the data from
the verbal guise study was to create a spreadsheet document incorporating the results. The filler
voices were included into the data compilation procedure but will not be considered for the data
presentation and the consequent analysis. The second step of the analysis was to calculate the
mean ratings for each trait and guise which are presented in Table 11, which summarizes the
results of a descriptive statistical analysis (means) of all the traits and labels selected for the VGT
study. Acronyms for the guises have been introduced to facilitate data presentation (see Table
12).
The third step of the analysis was to consolidate the data into the main evaluative
dimensions such as status, solidarity and dynamism. In addition to the main social dimensions,
the two labels were included under the category “intelligibility”. To account for the context of
the study, the remaining labels were organized into the “Montreal context” category. The last
category of nonnativeness was included to check whether the participants could identify nonnative speakers regardless of their level of accentedness. The statistical analysis of the
quantitative data from the VGT is presented in graphical form below starting with the group of
superiority traits.
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Table 11
Mean ratings and standard deviation (in brackets and italics) for all the traits and labels.
Speakers
CAM

CSAF

ASAF

ASAM

CSAM

AAF

CAF

AAM

Friendly

3.63
(1.21)

4.75
(0.93)

4.34
(1.11)

4.11
(0.89)

3.76
(0.87)

2.42
(1.24)

4.36
(0.99)

3.82
(0.90)

Smart

3.41
(1.28)

4.90
(0.82)

4.28
(0.96)

3.36
(1.19)

3.72
(1.10)

2.12
(1.11)

4.00
(1.02)

3.79
(0.88)

Interesting

2.57
(1.07)

4.66
(1.01)

4.03
(1.35)

3.03
(1.12)

3.00
(1.11)

1.56
(0.89)

3.62
(1.05)

3.31
(0.93)

Energetic

2.67
(0.96)

4.66
(1.01)

4.48
(1.27)

3.18
(1.16)

3.31
(0.97)

1.52
(0.80)

3.82
(1.16)

3.30
(0.87)

Clear

3.75
(1.35)

5.45
(0.78)

4.40
(1.22)

3.17
(1.20)

4.37
(1.16)

3.79
(1.37)

4.34
(1.04)

4.04
(0.88)

Educated

3.81
(1.24)

5.10
(0.86)

4.31
(1.14)

3.68
(1.02)

4.03
(1.15)

2.67
(1.24)

4.00
(1.05)

3.70
(0.99)

Easy to understand

3.97
(1.30)

5.53
(0.94)

4.60
(1.22)

3.50
(1.04)

4.23
(1.01)

3.96
(1.43)

4.29
(1.38)

3.97
(1.09)

Suitable for comm. in Montreal

3.43
(1.30)

5.07
(1.17)

4.23
(1.38)

3.57
(1.28)

4.17
(1.23)

2.89
(1.37)

3.89
(1.07)

4.00
(0.80)

Suitable for comm. in an ENL country

3.43
(1.36)

5.07
(1.23)

4.10
(1.30)

3.17
(1.34)

4.13
(1.25)

2.39
(1.26)

3.54
(1.14)

3.66
(1.04)

Suitable for comm. when travelling

3.73
(1.34)

5.13
(1.28)

4.17
(1.49)

3.67
(1.24)

4.31
(1.17)

2.89
(1.26)

4.25
(1.11)

3.97
(1.05)

Suitable for an English university

3.21
(1.45)

5.03
(1.16)

4.00
(1.49)

3.21
(1.42)

4.10
(1.27)

2.04
(1.14)

3.57
(1.50)

3.39
(1.13)

Suitable for an English teacher in Montreal

2.70
(1.62)

4.67
(1.09)

3.37
(1.75)

2.80
(1.67)

3.07
(1.36)

1.86
(1.11)

2.89
(1.62)

3.10
(1.61)

I would like to sound like the speaker

2.41
(1.59)

4.53
(1.41)

2.77
(1.43)

1.87
(1.04)

2.72
(1.53)

1.48
(0.75)

2.79
(1.66)

2.28
(1.10)

I am sure this person is not a native speaker

5.21
(1.68)

4.27
(1.74)

5.20
(1.65)

4.80
(1.99)

4.67
(1.81)

4.45
(2.16)

4.54
(1.93)

4.93
(1.77)

Mean

3.42

4.91

4.16

3.36

3.83

2.57

3.85

3.66

Mean (without last Q)

3.29

4.96

4.08

3.25

3.76

2.43

3.80

3.56

Traits/Labels
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Table 12
Acronyms adopted for the guises.
Acronym

Full name

CAM

Chinese accented male

CSAF

Chinese slightly accented female

ASAF

Arabic slightly accented female

ASAM

Arabic slightly accented male

CSAM

Chinese slightly accented male

AAF

Arabic accented female

CAF

Chinese accented female

AAM

Arabic accented male

Status. The traits for this category include smart and educated labels. As illustrated in
Figure 7, the mean ratings for the trait smart reveal that Chinese and Arabic female slightly
accented guises had the highest ratings at 4.90 and 4.28 respectively. Lower scores were
recorded for the male guises (CAM 3.41, ASAM 3.36; CSAM 3.72; AAM 3.79). The lowest
rating at 2.12 was given to the Arabic accented female voice (AAF).
The mean scores for the trait educated (Figure 8) reveal that CSAF was rated the highest
with a mean of 5.10, while AAF was rated the lowest at 2.67. CAM (3.81) was rated lower that
CSAM (4.03), but this value still puts him above the neutral mark of 3.0. The reverse pattern is
observed for the Arabic male guises with the accented voice being rated higher that the slightly
accented, with 3.70 and 3.86 respectively. The Chinese accented female guise was perceived
more educated (4.00) than the male guises with the exception of CSAM. The mean for ASAF
was 4.31, the second highest score for this trait.
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6
5

Rating

4
3
2
1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

CAF

AAM

Figure 7. Mean ratings for the trait smart.

6
5

Rating

4
3
2
1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker
Figure 8. Mean ratings for the trait educated.
As seen from Figure 7 and Figure 8, the Chinese slightly accented female voice was rated
as the smartest and the most educated with 4.90 and 5.10, respectively. The same speaker
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speaking in a more accented voice received 4 points out of 6 in both categories. The most
important difference in ratings in this category was observed for the Arabic accented female
voice. The accented voice was rated the lowest on the status traits (2.12 and 2.67). However, the
slightly accented variety of the same voice was perceived as smarter and more educated with the
mean of 4.28 and 4.21 respectively. Although the mean ratings for the Arabic slightly accented
and accented male voices for smart and educated did not differ considerably, they showed the
reverse pattern with the accented voice rated higher on both traits 3.79/3.36 and 3.70/3.68
respectively. The results for the Chinese accented male voices followed the expected pattern with
the slightly accented voice being rated higher on both accounts (3.72/3.41 and 4.03/3.81).
Solidarity. As described in Chapter 3, the labels friendly and interesting fall under the
category of attractiveness or solidarity traits. Out of the eight voices retained for the analysis
(see Figure 9 and Figure 10), the female Chinese speaker (CSAF) was rated as the friendliest in
both guises followed by its slightly accented Arabic-speaking counterpart (ASAF). The accented
guise for the female Arabic speaker was perceived as the least friendly. Overall, the male voices
were rated lower on friendliness with the slight accented voices rated more favorably particularly
in the guise of the Arabic accented samples.
All the selected voices were rated lower on the trait interesting with the Arabic-accented
female (AAF) being the lowest at 1.56 out of 6. Surprisingly, CSAF once again exhibited the
same pattern as for the trait friendly, illustrated and discussed above.
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5

Rating

4
3
2
1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

CAF

AAM

Figure 9. Mean ratings for the trait friendly.

Interesting
6

Rating

5
4
3
2
1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker
Figure 10. Mean ratings for the trait interesting.
Overall, the data for the solidarity traits indicated that CSAF and ASAF had the highest
scores for both traits. However, in the accented guises, both voices scored lower with AAF rated
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the lowest. AAM and ASAM alternate in their ratings but still score higher than both Chinese
male guises.
Dynamism. Dynamism is the third main evaluative dimension identified by Zahn and
Hopper (1985) in their study of attitudes. In our study, it was represented by the trait energetic.
The Arabic accented female speaker (AAF) was given the lowest score (1.52) for this trait (see
Figure 11). The next lowest scores were for CAM (2.67) and ASAM (3.18). More positive
ratings were given to AAM (3.30), CSAM (3.31) and CAF (3.82). Both female slightly accented
guises scored the highest at 4.48 for ASAF and 4.66 for CSAF.
6
5

Rating

4
3
2
1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

Figure 11. Mean ratings for the trait energetic.
Intelligibility. The trait clear was not identified by Zahn and Hopper (1985) as one of
their main evaluative dimensions, but the decision to include this trait into the VGT stemmed
from its consistent use by the participants in the pilot study to refer to the concept of being
intelligible. The pilot study respondents gave high status and solidarity ratings to the voices they
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described as clear (see Figure 12). This allows us to suggest that the trait clear would be
associated with both superiority and attractiveness dimensions (see Chapter 3 for more details).
Overall, all the voices were rated above the neutral mark of 3.0 for this trait. CSAF was
rated the highest at 5.45/6 followed by ASAF (4.40) and CSAM (4.37). CSAF scored higher at
4.34 than CAM (3.75). AAF (3.79) scored higher than ASAM (3.16) but lower than AAM
(4.04). The Arabic accented male voices once again exhibited the reversed pattern for this trait
with the slightly accented guise rated less positively than the accented voice.
6
5

Rating

4

3
2
1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

Figure 12. Mean ratings for the trait clear.
The ease of understanding category was used in addition to the label clear to check the
intelligibility of the samples and maintain comparability with other attitude studies. Since the
participants were presented with concrete voice samples of each accent in question, it was
decided to include an intelligibility scale. As seen from the mean ratings presented in Figure 13,
all the guises were very intelligible to the participants with the mean ratings ranging from 3.50
(ASAM) to 5.53 (CSAF). The two guises often rated the lowest scored 3.97 (CAM) and 3.96
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(AAF), which is considered within the positive range. AAM scored similarly at 3.97. The
Chinese accented female (CAF; 4.29) was rated slightly more favorably than its slightly accented
male counterpart (CSAM; 4.23).
6
5

Rating

4
3
2
1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

Figure 13. Mean ratings for the trait easy to understand.
So far we have presented the analysis of the status, solidarity, dynamism and
intelligibility traits and labels. However, it is important to account for the context of the study,
since it proved influential in the evaluation process of the voices, as will be shown next.
Montreal context. The sociolinguistic context of multilingual and multicultural Montreal
was pivotal for the present study. The following discussion presents the mean ratings for the five
traits related to the social reality of Montreal in the form of bar charts.
Figure 14 shows how suitable each accent is for communication in Montreal. Except for
AAF (2.89), all the presented accents were perceived suitable or very suitable for Montreal, with
CSAF (5.07) as the most suitable. It is interesting to note at this stage that the Chinese slightly
accented female guise (CSAF) was rated equally suitable for Montreal than the two Quebec
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French accented voices (4.93/4.97), which were not considered for the analysis due to their
statuses of distractors. Slightly less positive responses were elicited by CAM (3.43), ASAM
(3.57), and CAF (3.89). Generally positive attitudes were exhibited towards ASAF (4.23),
CSAM (4.17) and AAM (4.00).
6
5

Rating

4
3
2
1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

Figure 14. Mean ratings for the trait suitable for communication in Montreal.
With the exception of CSAF (5.07) and CAM (3.43), all the guises scored slightly lower
(Figure 14), thus providing an interesting comparison between the two scales. If we look at
Figure 15 and compare with the results presented above, we can clearly see that most of the
guises were rated lower with AAF rated the lowest at 2.39. AAM scored 3.66 similar to CAF
(3.54). ASAF and CSAM were rated higher with 4.10 and 4.13 respectively.
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Rating

4
3
2
1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

Figure 15. Mean ratings for the trait suitable for communication in an English speaking country.
The aim of the next question was to examine how the accents employed in the study
would be perceived when asked about the international use of English. The question was worded
indirectly (we asked about travelling abroad instead of explicitly saying English for international
purposes) to elicit more covert attitudes. As expected, all the participants felt more relaxed about
speaking with an accent when traveling abroad. Figure 16 represents the mean ratings for each
accent. The numbers for the Chinese accented voices vary with the female slightly accented
voice rated the highest at 5.13 followed by the male slightly accented guise at 4.31. CAF (4.25)
scored higher than CAM (3.73). The more-accented Arabic female guise was perceived as less
suitable for communication when travelling abroad than the male guises of the same accent.
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1
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

Figure 16. Mean ratings for the trait suitable for communication when travelling abroad.
When asked about the suitability of these accents for academic purposes, all the
participants exhibited less favorable attitudes (Figure 17). We can see that none of the accents
scored higher than 5.03 (CSAF), with the majority scoring under 4.00 (ASAF). Relatively strong
negative attitudes were held towards AAF (2.04). The Chinese male voices rated differently with
3.21 for CAM and 4.10 for CSAM. Surprisingly, CAF was perceived more negatively than
before with the mean rating of 3.57. AAM was once again rated slightly more positively than
ASAM. (3.39/3.21).
The mean ratings became harsher as the question focused on the suitability of each accent
for an English teacher. The graph in Figure 18 shows that none of the accents are considered
good enough for a teacher of English in Montreal. Most of the ratings seem to drift from slightly
positive to slightly negative with the lowest rating given to AAF (1.86). Not surprisingly, all
slightly accented guises were perceived more positively than the accented ones with the
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exception of AAM (3.10), who was rated higher than his less accented counterpart. The most
suitable voice for teaching English in Montreal was CSAF rated the highest at 4.67.
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CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

Figure 17. Mean ratings for the trait suitable for an English university.
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Figure 18. Mean ratings for the trait suitable for an English teacher in Montreal.
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The purpose of the next label, I would like to sound like this speaker, was to explore the
desirability of each accent presented in the study. None of these accents represented the
Received Pronunciation or General American model familiar to the students from the textbooks,
audiovisual materials and the native speaker English teachers in the program. As we can see
from Figure 19, the vast majority of the accents were not considered desirable by the
participants. Despite the overall negative tendency, CSAF was viewed as the most desirable
accent (4.53). However, the more accented guise performed by the same speaker received quite
negative ratings of 2.79. In the case of AAF, it was rated the lowest at 1.48. The less accented
variety of the same accent was rated higher, but not high enough to be considered positive (2.77).
All the male voices were evaluated negatively by the participants with ASAM being the least
desirable at 1.87.
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AAM

Figure 19. Mean ratings of the trait I would like to sound like the speaker.
Based on the results of a pilot study that preceded the current investigation (see Chapter
3), the native/non-native distinction is believed to be important in forming attitudes towards
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accented English. The participants in the pilot study seemed to have decided on the native/nonnative status of the speakers before forming any attitudes towards them. As seen from the bar
diagram in Figure 20, none of the voices was identified as that of a native speaker. We can see
that all of the ratings are above 4.00, which indicates that the participants were quite sure about
the non-nativeness of the accents. CAM was viewed as the most non-native accent at 5.21
followed by ASAF at 5.20.CSAF was perceived as more native like at 4.27.
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Figure 20. Mean ratings for the trait I am sure this person is not a native speaker.
The results shown in Figure 21 are a combination of the mean ratings for all the 14 traits
and labels. These results show that AAF had the lowest ratings at 2.57, while CSAF had the
highest ratings at 4.91. The Chinese male guises exhibit some difference in their mean ratings
with the slightly accented guise rated higher than the more accented one (3.83/3.43). The
opposite is true for the Arabic male voices. The slightly accented guise had the lower overall
rating than the more accented one (3.36/3.66). The biggest discrepancies are observed in the
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ratings for the female guises with AAF at 2.26 and ASAF at 4.16. CAF scored 3.85 which is
lower than CSAF (4.91), but still not as strikingly different as the Arabic female speaker.
6
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Speaker

CAF

AAM

Figure 21. Mean ratings for all the traits.
Accent identifications. Before presenting the mean rating for accent identification, it is
important to mention that fewer participants than expected chose to guess the first language of
the speakers. As shown in Figure 22, the respondents were very good at identifying the Chinese
accented male guise (57%). The Chinese accented female voice was correctly identified by 47%
of the participants followed by the Arabic accented male guise (43%). The two female Arabic
guises were slightly more difficult to identify (ASAF 37%; AAF 27%). The Chinese male voice
with less L1 influence was identified by 30% of the participants. The most difficult accents to
identify were the Chinese slightly accented female guise and Arabic slightly accented male
voice. They were identified by the same percentage of the participants (17%).
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Altogether, the majority of the guises were identified as non-native speakers of English
with the exception of CSAF and ASAF, which were identified as native speakers in 4 and 1
instances respectively.
100

Percentage [%]

80
60
40
20
0
CAM CSAF ASAF ASAM CSAM AAF
Speaker

CAF

AAM

Figure 22. Identifications of speaker’s origin.
Identified pronunciation features. In order to find out what features of non-native
accents are salient to the participants, they were asked to name the elements that helped them
identify each accent. Unfortunately, the participants’ responses were very brief and often limited
to one word to indicate the item that triggered the evaluative reaction (e.g., they answered
“invitation” when asked to name the pronunciation features); therefore some of the participants’
responses had to be interpreted. The results are summarized in Table 13.
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Table 13
Pronunciation features identified for each accent.
Features

Chinese accented
English

Chinese slightly
accented English

Arabic accented
English

Arabic slightly
accented English

Segmentals

Vowels: vowel
epenthesis in ‘wish’
& ‘message’
Consonants: /θ/’ /s/,
/t/; /p/; /s/;
overstressed /k/ in
‘work’; elision of /r/;

Vowels: /I/; vowel
epenthesis in
‘Tuesday’
Consonants: /s/

Vowels:
Consonants: /k/ in
coda position; /θ/;
/v/ as /f/ in
‘invitation’; /b/ as
/p/ in ‘but’;

Vowels:
Consonants: /θ/,/s/,
/b/, /p/; /t/, /j/; /v/ as
/f/ in ‘invitation’; ŋ
as ŋk in ‘amazing’

Non-segmentals

delivery speed;

delivery speed;
loudness;

slow delivery speed;
pausing;

pausing; delivery
speed;

Additional
comments

inability to
pronounce some
sounds; all the
sounds; overall
speech; final
segment elision;
familiarity with the
accents;

overall speech; final
segment elision;
familiarity with the
accent; clarity;

Total number of
comments

13 for CAM
7 for CAF

6 for CSAM
9 for CSAF

Different from NS;
overall accent; all
the features;
familiarity with the
accent;

6 for AAM
5 for AAF

9 for ASAM
9 for ASAF

As seen from the table, only a small number of the ‘judges’ chose to elaborate on their
identifications. These results were unexpected as they contradict the data from the pilot study
which demonstrated a very high level of phonological awareness among the participants.
Statistical evaluation of the VGT results. In order to find out whether the differences
between the guises are significant, we used the method that comes from the original studies on
language attitudes (Lambert et al., 1960). Having calculated the mean ratings for each guise and
trait, we then proceeded to determine the difference between the two guises of the same accent
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by subtracting the average of the slightly accented guise from the accented guise for each accent.
The results are summarized in Figure 23. A positive number means that the slightly accented
guise was rated more favorably, a negative number means that the accented guise was rated more
favorably. The numbers from one to fourteen represent the traits or labels (T1-T14) while
various colors stand for the pairs of guises (e.g., slightly accented/accented).
As seen in Figure 23, all the slightly accented guises were rated more favorably except
for the Arabic accented male voice for which this pattern was not observed. To test whether the
judgments differed significantly, we used a t-test with one-tailed distribution to identify the pvalue of the difference. Given the number of comparisons, we set a p-value of 0.01 as significant.
With the exception of the traits friendly (T1) and native (T14), a significant difference was
observed for the guises CSAF and CAF for twelve traits (labels) out of fourteen. The difference
in mean scores was significant for ASAF/AAF in eleven out of fourteen instances with the
exception of nativeness and the two traits related to intelligibility, for which the difference was
insignificant. In the case of the male guises, the difference was mostly insignificant for both
ASAM/AAM on 13 out of 14 traits and CSAM/CAM for 9 out of 14 traits. CSAM/CAM showed
a significant difference for five traits (energetic, clear, suitable for Montreal, travelling abroad
and suitable for an English university). The scores for ASAM/AAM differed significantly for the
trait clear. In comparison to the female guises, the male guises showed an overall lower level of
statistical significance in the differences between the mean scores.
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3.5

*

*

3.0

no asterisk p > 0.01, insignificant
*
p ≤ 0.01, significant

*

*
*

*

*

CSAM/CAM

CSAF/CAF
ASAF/AAF
ASAM/AAM

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.0

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.5
*

Mean rating difference

*

*

*

2.0

*

*

2.5

0.5
0.0
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

T10

T11

T12

T13

T14

-1.0

*

-0.5

-1.5
Notes. T1: Friendly; T2: Smart; T3: Interesting; T4: Energetic; T5: Clear; T6: Educated; T7: Easy to understand; T8: Suitable for communication in Montreal;
T9: Suitable for communication in an English speaking country; T10: Suitable for communication when travelling abroad; T11: Suitable for an English
university; T12: Suitable for an English teacher in Montreal; T13: I would like to sound like this speaker; T14: I am sure this person is not a native speaker.

Figure 23. The differences between the accented and slightly-accented guise for each accent and its p-value.
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Table 14

Mean difference between the average ratings given by male and female participants.
CAM

CSAF

ASAF

ASAM

CSAM

Friendly

0.84

-0.11

0.16

0.02

-0.13

0.85

-0.01

0.16

Smart

0.49

-0.18

0.19

0.59

0.24

0.68

0.15

-0.05

Interesting

0.42

0.12

0.06

0.64

0.42

0.41

0.12

-0.09

Energetic

0.11

0.12

0.68

0.89*

0.10

0.11

0.30

0.50

Clear

0.39

0.28

0.25

0.72

0.47

0.84

0.12

0.21

Educated

0.34

0.60

0.39

0.52

0.34

0.51

-0.30

0.01

Easy to understand

0.22

0.06

-0.25

0.83*

0.39

0.39

0.44

-0.35

0.44

-0.03

-0.17

0.67

0.56

0.87

0.61

0.44

0.17

-0.03

0.03

0.56

0.50

0.95*

0.37

0.62

-0.03

0.36

0.14

0.28

0.35

1.17*

0.70

0.82*

-0.10

-0.22

0.28

0.07

0.58

0.96*

0.89

0.30

0.75

0.14

0.06

0.64

0.67

0.66

1.23

0.90

1.13

0.33

0.44

0.33

0.58

0.20

0.60

0.30

-0.50

-0.53

0.06

-0.06

-0.28

0.43

0.52

0.47

Suitable for communication
in Montreal
Suitable for communication
in an English speaking
country
Suitable for communication
when travelling abroad
Suitable for an English
university
Suitable for an English
teacher in Montreal
I would like to sound like the
speaker
I am sure this person is not a
native speaker

AAF

CAF

AAM

Notes. Statistically-significant values (p ≤ 0.05) are in bold and marked with an asterisk (*).

Based on the preliminary results obtained in the pilot study, it was hypothesized that the
overall ratings would be affected by the sex of the participants. In order for the findings to be
representative of international students studying in the Intensive Program at Concordia
University, we tried to recruit an equal number of male and female participants. Out of 30
participants in the verbal guise study, there were 12 females and 18 males, which translate into
40 and 60 percent respectively. To test the hypothesis that the gender is a factor in language
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attitudes towards Chinese and Arabic-accented English, we calculated the difference between the
mean ratings given by the male and female participants. The results are set out in Table 14. Due
to the small number of factors considered in this analysis, a p-value of 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
As seen from the values highlighted in bold, statistically-significant differences were
observed for three guises (ASAM, AAF, and AAM). For the Arabic slightly-accented male
voice, the traits energetic and easy to understand were given higher ratings by the male
respondents. The same pattern was observed for the Arabic-accented female guise for the traits
suitable for communication in Montreal, suitable for communication when travelling abroad and
suitable for an English teacher in Montreal. For the Arabic-accented male, a significant
difference between male and female raters was observed for the label suitable for communication
when travelling abroad. The rest of the differences were not statistically significant. In other
words, we cannot a ascertain that the male participants rated all the accents in the study more
favorably than the female participants. To investigate this phenomenon further, a comparison of
the female and male participants’ mean scores for female and male voices was plotted. The
difference between the ratings reveals that both male and female respondents rated the female
voices higher than their male counterparts.. However, the results were statistically-significant for
five traits out of fourteen. On those traits, the female speakers were rated higher than the male
speakers. The results are summarized in Table 15
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Table 15
Difference of female and male participants’ mean scores for female and male voices.
Difference between female
participants rating female
speakers and female participants
rating male speakers

Difference between male
participants rating female
speakers and male participants
rating male speakers

Friendly

0.14

0.14

Smart

0.32

0.21

Interesting

0.59*

0.42*

Energetic

0.57*

0.47*

Clear

0.71*

0.64*

Educated

0.22

0.22

Easy to understand

0.74*

0.63*

0.35

0.14

0.25

0.12

0.05

0.28

Suitable for an English university

0.02

0.28

Suitable for an English teacher in
Montreal

0.40

0.18

I would like to sound like the speaker

0.68*

0.49*

I am sure this person is not a native
speaker

-0.42

-0.21

Suitable for communication in
Montreal
Suitable for communication in an
English speaking country
Suitable for communication when
travelling abroad

Notes. Statistically-significant values (p ≤ 0.05) are in bold and marked with an asterisk (*).

To find out whether the country of origin influenced the ratings for Chinese and Arabic
voices, another comparison (t-test) was run. The results are shown in Figure 24. A positive
number between the mean scores indicates that the Chinese participants rated the guise higher
whereas a negative number signifies that the Arabic respondents rated it higher. Three guises
(CSAF, ASAF, and CAF) showed a statistically-significant difference between the ratings given
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by the Chinese and Arabic participants. These results suggest that the Arabic participants rated
the slightly-accented female Arabic voice higher than the Chinese participants who, in their turn,
rated the Chinese-accented and slightly accented female voices higher.
These results only partially reflect the tendencies observed in previous studies (Beinhoff,
2013; McKenzie, 2008) and, consequently, require further investigation. The following section
will present the findings from the interview data that are expected to provide a further insight
into the attitudes towards Arabic- and Chinese-accented English held by the international
students in the Intensive Program.

Difference of Chinese ratings with
Arabaic ratings

1.5
*

1.0
*

0.5
0.0
CAM

CSAF

ASAF

ASAM

CSAM

AAF

CAF

AAM

-0.5
-1.0

no asterisk p > 0.05, insignificant
*
p ≤ 0.05, significant
*

-1.5
Figure 24. Influence of the country of origin on the speakers ratings.
Semi-Structured Interview Results
As described earlier, each interview lasted 15-30 minutes, which is the approximate time
required to answer the interview questions. The longest one lasted 28 minutes while the shortest
one was 15 minutes. There were twenty three advanced students in the Intensive program at
Concordia University taking part in the interviews (10 males and 13 females), all aged between
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18 and 42 at the time of the interview. Seven out of twenty three interviewees were speakers of
Arabic with four speakers of Libyan Arabic, two speakers of Saudi Arabic and one speaker of
Moroccan Arabic. Four of the participants reported themselves as native speakers of Mandarin
Chinese. One of the speakers spoke the Cantonese dialect of Chinese. Four of the speakers were
native speakers of Latin American Spanish. There were also three speakers of Metropolitan
French also known as International French in Quebec, two native speakers of Russian, one
Brazilian Portuguese speaker and one Vietnamese speaker. The variety of languages is
considered representative of the student clientele at Concordia University and of the Expanding
Circle accents of English. All of the participants have experienced communication with native
and non-native speakers of English. Prior to the interview they had achieved a certain level of
proficiency in English (Advanced 1 or Advanced 2 as measured by CELI, the language institute
where they studied).
In terms of the number of languages spoken, all of the participants were at least bilingual,
speaking their respective mother tongues and English on a daily basis. Six speakers were
trilingual and two quadrilingual. It was interesting to notice that some of the participants were
quite hesitant about including English into the number of languages they spoke, regardless of
their successful use of English for academic and everyday communication. Speaker 10, for
example, chuckled when she declared to be speaking three languages, which, we believe, showed
her insecurity about having the right to include English into her language profile.
Concerning the number of years of English instruction, the results were not
homogeneous. The Libyan participants started learning English later than the majority of the
participants because of the political situation in their country at the time. The Chinese speakers
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were introduced to English after commencing school. The rest of the participants reported
starting learning English approximately at the same age (between five and twelve). For the
detailed background information on the interview participants, please refer to Table 9 in Chapter
3. Here it is necessary to point out that some participants preferred to name the beginning of the
Intensive program as their official start date of the English language learning process. Overall,
the participants are believed to have had at least ten years of experience learning and using
English prior to the interviews.
Having gathered the general information, the participants were asked about the reasons
why they chose to study English. The majority of the participants named the international status
of English and its necessity for employability and mobility as the two most important reasons for
learning English, as the two quotes below illustrate (where S represents an anonymized
participant - see Chapter 3 for the conventions adopted for the transcription of the spoken texts).
S15: It is like it’s INTERNATIONAL…see it’s… you can work in the US, you can work
in the rest of Canada, you can work in Asia, you can work you know in Europe. I think
it’s more…more OPPORTUNITIES.
S23: It’s mostly for erm… my future as a student... I’ll be studying at university which is
erm…English Language University so that’s the main purpose for learning English.
Another thing is just for my future career and travelling, for example to communicate
with others...easily…yes.
However, the Chinese speakers stressed the fact they had no say in the matter of learning
English.
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S1: ACTUALLY it is not …what we want to choose erm… We CANNOT choose
because it is what we MUST LEARN… that… in our school.
S8: We HAD to learn English
Among other reasons, the interviewees mentioned personal circumstances, such as family
members living in an English speaking country, better job or university prospects.
The context of Montreal. In order to introduce the participants to the context of my
study, they were asked the question, “Why did you choose to come to Montreal?” As expected
from the nature of the course they were enrolled in, the majority of the respondents came to
Montreal to further their education.
S3: I moved here because of … MCGILL university… my boyfriend is here too.
S5: We didn’t have a lot of GOOD universities in Côte d’Ivoire so it’s good opportunity
for me to come here and like discover erm.. a developed country.
S6: I am here for my STUDIES.
Some of the speakers moved to Montreal for family reasons. Having family or close
friends in the city allowed them to feel more confident in a new country.
S8: Because my AUNTIE live in here and my father want someone to take care of me.
S11: My wife has a scholarship to study PhD computer science so I came here as a
dependent with her.
The French–speaking participants felt more confident in the city where they could make
use of their mother tongue instead of relying on English only. Speaker 20 provided an insightful
description of the bilingual reality of Montreal.
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S20: First time I came here… like… because I know my, like, vocabulary is not
ENOUGH and my pronunciation is not good so I tried talking with people but I found,
like, people in Montreal even they speak like FRENCH maybe their mother language is
not ENGLISH but they are FRIENDLY and it more easy to communicate with people
whose mother language is not ENGLISH their English is similar to us not good not
perfect but we can understand each other.
Or as S2 put it, “because it’s erm that’s what for Montreal I think that’s what’s so great
about it that it’s so DIVERSE”.
The follow-up questions aimed at revealing the participants’ understating of the use of
English in Montreal, which elicited controversial answers. On one hand, the interviewees felt
more at ease using English in Montreal as compared to a monolingual English only context. On
the other hand, they came to realize very quickly that English was not the dominant language
within the city. Speaker 2 refers to some tension he experiences every time he addresses Frenchspeaking Montrealers in English.
S2: It’s DIFFICULT sometimes erm where I live it’s mainly FRANCOPHONES, so
sometimes it’s hard to communicate with them…and…so I address them in
English…I’ve noticed that they prefer sometimes even to …if I talk…speak in Spanish.
Another student has expressed a similar idea by saying,
S1: Montreal is have two official languages English and French (.) French for me I know
NOTHING about French [uh-hum] erm but English is (.) also not enough to get into the
university (.) I want to study in Concordia University. I need to improve my English
more [uh-hum] it’s not enough.
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Despite being aware of the official language status of French on the island of Montreal,
some respondents still find the city a better alternative to their L1 environment, as the following
statement from Speaker 1 indicates:
S1: Yeah here we have better environments to improve our speaking [uh-huh] in China
all the people speak Chinese [uh-huh] there is no environment erm it’s hard to improve
our speaking.
This is due in part to the fact that in Montreal, particularly in the context of the Intensive
Program, they have a chance to interact with native speakers of English as reported by S1: yeah
because they are NATIVE speakers and it’s different of teachers from my country.
The above conservation prompted us to ask the participants if there was a difference
between the variety of English they learned in their home country and the variety spoken in
Montreal. S21 referred to the prosodic differences between RP and English spoken in Montreal
by saying that “people from here, they can when they finish the sentence, they kind of go up, like
they mean a questions in every sentence @, so I feel like that was really special from here (.) I
realized the difference”. The vast majority of the participants, however, were not able to tell the
difference between the varieties spoken in North America (e.g., American English) and the one
spoken in Montreal.
Attitudes towards accents. Despite reporting feeling more comfortable speaking English
in Montreal, when asked whether the participants liked their own accent, most of them gave a
tentative response. In some cases, however, it was a resounding “no”, as the following passage
from Speaker 5 illustrates:
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S5: I don’t really like my accent (.) because when I hear an AMERICAN who speak in
front of me, I’m really SCARED.
In a similar vein, S1 defines her accent in terms of being different from native English
speakers:
S1: not SO happy (.) it’s still different (.) if someone they don’t see me they just hear my
voice they can clearly identify I am NOT a native speaker.
The topic of native speaker accents elicited expected responses. Speaker 5, for instance,
provided a comment that echoed the attitudes expressed in similar studies of student attitudes
discussed in Chapter 1, in which native English speaker accents were described in most positive
terms. S5 holds similar views:
S5: Americans have good accent language, a good style, you know. It’s cool to speak like
American people English.
The reasons behind these attitudes were often rooted in the notion of ultimate attainment in L2
learning, as S5 explains:
S5: When you speak the language, you also have to adapt yourself to the language, not to
keep your accent, it’s not the goal of learning a new language
This desire to sound nativelike was intertwined with the participants’stereotypical views
of native accents influenced by TV characters or fiction novels. Speaker 1 shared her personal
preferences for a British accent. She attributed her fascination with it to the TV series about
vampires in which her favorite character was of British origin.
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S1: yes British accent (.) it sounds erm how to describe it erm you know American accent
sometimes sounds lazy or something and British accent is very clearly very SMART
consideration like erm seems very gentleman [you like it] I like that.
Spanish speakers in our study were ambivalent about sounding like a native speaker of
English. They would like to speak what they believe is correct English without necessarily
approximating their accent to that of a native speaker.
S2: Not really no I don’t think so (1) I would LIKE to be CORRECT in the way I say my
sentence and the way I pronounce erm words but to have the precise accent of a native
speaker XX
Another Spanish speaker expressed similar ideas by saying:
S19: I think as long as you are able to express your thoughts and people are able to
understand what you are saying, it’s OK. And also if you have a good vocabulary and
you know what you are saying. I don’t think that the accent is like trouble for someone.
The attitudes towards NNS accents expressed a certain degree of ambivalence. On one
hand, the interviewees shared a feeling of solidarity or comradery when conversing with nonnative speakers of English as explained by S22:
S22: Maybe more comfortable with non-native, because we know if we make a mistake,
it’s like OK, we know we’re learning English or whatever. And with native it’s OK, I can
communicate, but sometimes I make mistakes, and they are like, ‘Oh, no, no!’ I can see
their faces like, ‘Oh, yeah, you said X words’. But I feel more comfortable with nonnative speakers.
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On the other hand, some participants raised some concerns about the level of proficiency of a
speaker with a recognizable accent:
S5: I think it’s important, because when I hear someone speak English with French
accent, I immediately say, oh, I didn’t know if he really speak English”.
In spite of the limited awareness about phonological features of Arabic and Chinese
accents in English observed in the VGT study, it was still important to ask the interviewees to
describe Arabic and Chinese accented English. The following sections summarizes their
responses to this question.
Chinese accent. There was a consensus among the non-Chinese participants that a
Chinese accent in English is hard or impossible to understand. The identified pronunciation
features included the dark /l/ as in milk in addition to the interdental sounds /θ/ and /ð/. Chinese
English was often described as being the furthest from the native speaker accents.
Despite the overall negative attitudes towards Chinese English expressed by Chinese and
non-Chinese participants, some of the non-Chinese participants held more positive attitudes
influenced by their first-hand experiences with the accent and their appreciation for accent
variation across Chinese regions.
When asked about the intelligibility of the Chinese accent, the participants were clearly
divided into two groups: L1 Chinese speakers and other L1s. Unlike for other L1s, Chinese
accented English presented no difficulty for the Chinese speaking respondents.
Arabic accent. The most often cited difficulty for Arabic speakers was the problem
differentiating /p/ - /b/ sounds and an excessive use of the sound /r/. However, these features of
Arabic accent did not seem to impact its overall intelligibility “I think they have, it’s possible to
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recognize Arabic accent, but that don’t cause any problems in communication, it’s different from
Asian accent” (S18). S2 expressed similar views:
S2: Arabic erm it’s erm the thing is I have met a lot of Arabic-speaking people and they
have different levels of expressing or talking but in general their accent is EASY to understand
easier compared to Asian accent I think it’s easier to understand
Both Arabic and Chinse accents were described as being different to native speaker
accents and easy to recognize.
Intelligibility. In our study, we also wanted to discuss the intelligibility of Arabic and
Chinese accented English to a variety of non-native speakers of English. The interviewees were
asked about possible difficulties when communicating with native and non-native speakers. In
general, the majority of the participants named non-native speakers as more intelligible to them
than native speakers of English as more intelligible to them than native speakers, with the
exception of what non-Chinese respondents called “Asian accents”. Chinese accent, for instance,
was mostly defined as incomprehensible by non-Chinese participants. However, Arabic accent
elicited polar responses. Some participants named Arabic as the easiest to understand despite its
often apparent deviations from what is perceived as nativelikeness. Some, on the other hand,
considered this accent very hard to process, as the following statements suggest:
S22: Sometimes it’s really hard, maybe it’s harder than Chinese people, I can understand
more Chinese people than Arabic because they have like certain words that I still cannot
listen very well.
Some participants did not find any difference in the perceived intelligibility of native and nonnative speakers.
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S1: I don’t know the same [the same?] FOR ME it’s the same
However, when it came to the question about being comfortable speaking English, the
opinions the participants held were polarized. Ten out of twenty five participants reported feeling
more relaxed and comfortable when communicating with native speakers of English:
S2: There is a difference I think there is a big difference I think with native speakers it’s
easier to communicate or get ideas than to nonnative speakers because their language is
too limited.
Others preferred non-native speakers:
S19: Because I feel that I can make mistakes @ and no one will realize that I make
mistakes. With the native speaker I will feel like I have to have a good grammar, because
I’m speaking with the native speaker, it’s like, or I feel ashamed if I make a mistake, you
know what I mean.
An overall intelligibility of both accents seems to improve with time, as Speaker 1
observed about Arabic accent: “AT FIRST it’s very hard to (.) erm to erm understand them (.)
you need to improve” (S1). Speaker 2 offered his opinion in reference to Chinese and Arabic
accents in English:
S2: No their accent I can understand XX at the beginning I had a hard time because I was
not used to talk that much with people with that particular accent but I’ve LEARNED to
LISTEN to them.
As shown earlier in Chapter 3, a large number of the respondents in the pilot study made
specific reference to the perceived clarity of each accent. In order to better understand the
meaning of this category, the interviewees were asked to elaborate on their definition of speaking
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clearly. For all the participants, the idea of speaking clearly was associated with positive
emotions. It was an unmistakable sign of a successful L2 speaker. The pillars of success included
wide vocabulary, fluency, correct grammar and native speaker accent.
Chapter 4 has presented the data obtained from the verbal guise task and interviews in
this mixed-method study. The objective of this study was to explore the attitudes towards
Arabic- and Chinese-accented English in the English Intensive Program at a Montreal Englishspeaking university. First, we provided the statistically analyzed data from the verbal guise
study, in which each attitude trait or label was consolidated into categories of status, solidarity,
dynamism, Montreal context, intelligibility and nativeness. Second, the mean ratings for accent
identification and pronunciation features were reported. Third, the interview data were selected
to coalesce around the research questions of the study. The themes and findings outlined above
will be analyzed and discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Discussion

This chapter provides a discussion of the data and results outlined in Chapter 4 in the
light of prior attitude research and within the English as a Lingua Franca paradigm. The present
study was designed to elicit attitudes towards Arabic- and Chinese-accented English held by
international ESL students in the intensive program at a Montreal English-speaking university.
The discussion focuses primarily on the status and solidarity evaluative dimensions in the
formation of the attitudes towards Chinese and Arabic- accented English, which is then followed
by an exploration of possible effects of the multilingual context of Montreal on the participants’
attitudes. The chapter continues with an examination of the linguistic features salient to the nonnative participants followed by research value of the study, possible implications for practice,
limitations and suggestions for further research to compare these results with a replication of the
study carried out in a different context.
Research Questions
The major research question of the study was to investigate the attitudes towards Arabic
and Chinese accented English expressed by international ESL students in the context of
Montreal. As discussed earlier, this study asked the following research questions:


What is the role of perceived level of accentedness in forming attitudes towards
Arabic and Chinese accented English?
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How does accent recognition affect status and solidarity ratings?



What features of Arabic and Chinese accents are salient to the participants?
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After explaining the purpose of the study in Chapter 1, we posed the research questions
and put forward four hypotheses outlined in Chapter 2. To test the hypotheses, we conducted a
two-part study which provided us with very rich data. In the following section, we will answer
the research questions based on the obtained data and discuss the findings in light of previous
research on language attitudes. To be able to answer the major research question about the
attitudes towards Chinese and Arabic-accented English, we first need to provide a discussion of
the results obtained for the secondary research questions presented above.
Level of Accentedness
The first part of the study, which utilized the VGT test, was instrumental in providing the
data to answer the second research question. As discussed in Chapter 3, we chose two different
levels of accentedness for each accent under investigation. We also provided a male and female
sample for each accent variation.
According to Zahn and Hopper (1985), traits used in attitude research can be classified
into three main evaluative dimensions, which are status, solidarity and dynamism. We expected
our participants to judge the voice samples along those dimensions. The VGT results partially
confirm our hypothesis that Arabic and Chinese accented English with less influence from their
L1 would be rated highly on all the three dimensions. In other words, the level of accentedness
seems to have had an effect on how the status, solidarity and dynamism ratings were attributed
by the participants to the female speakers. This observation is discussed further in detail below.
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Status. In line with previous research and the pilot study findings, our status or
superiority traits included smart and educated. As seen from the numerical data presented in
Chapter 4 and summarized in Figure 25, the Chinese slightly accented female guise was superior
to the rest of the guises on all of the status traits (5 out of 6) followed by the Arabic female
slightly accented guise (4.29 out of 6).
6

Mean rating

5
4
3
2

Solidarity
Status

1

0

Figure 25. Mean ratings for solidarity and status traits.
To the best of our knowledge, such high status ratings for non-native accents given by
non-native judges have not been discussed in the literature before, especially given that the nonnative speakers were recognised as such. In McKenzie’s (2008) study of Japanese speakers of
English in Japan, for example, Japanese heavily and moderately-accented English speakers were
ranked lowest in terms of competence. Beinhoff (2013) obtained similar results in her study of
non-native speakers’ attitudes towards German- and Greek-accented and slightly accented
English. The positive attitudes that our participants revealed towards the two slightly accented
female guises should not, however, be overgeneralized because, unlike in the previous studies,
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we did not include native speaker accents for comparison. The rest of the guises, though having
scored lower, were still on the positive side of the spectrum with the exception of the Arabic
accented female guise. These findings provide additional support for the results obtained in
Dragojevic and Giles’ (2014) study of language attitudes. Their study suggests that language
attitudes can dynamically shift in response to the reference frame that listeners adopt when
making social evaluations. In other words, certain negative consequences associated with
nonstandard speakers may become less negative when those speakers are categorised in more
favourable terms (e.g., as the ingroup). The authors termed this phenomenon “reference frame
effect”. In a similar way, by not providing a native speaker sample for comparison, our
participants’ potential negative attitudes to L2-accented speech may have been attenuated.
Solidarity. The solidarity labels selected for our study were comprised of the labels
friendly and interesting. Since the early studies by Lambert and his colleagues, regional accents
or low-prestige language varieties have always been rated highly for solidarity traits such as
friendliness and warmth. In line with the previous research, we expected to see the accented
guise of each accent rated higher on solidarity traits to express a certain level of loyalty or what
Edwards (1982) defines as in-group solidarity. This pattern has not been observed in the present
study. Moreover, all the guises were given lower scores in comparison to the status traits
presented above (see Figure 25).
It is clear that the international students in this study exhibited attitudes towards Arabic
and Chinese accented English which did not follow the expected pattern found in the literature. It
is noteworthy, however, that the Chinese (4.70/6) and Arabic (4.18/6) slightly accented female
voices were rated higher on the solidarity traits than their male counterparts, which shows the
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reversed pattern found in the traditional literature on language attitudes in which male
participants who use non-standard speech are given more favorable ratings on solidarity traits
(e.g., Gallois, Callan & Johnstone, 1984; Trudgill, 1972). To provide a more in depth
interpretation of the discrepancies and to validate the results, we have turned to statistical
analysis. Below, we discuss our findings.
Validation of results. As shown in Chapter 3, all the labels used in the present study
were pre-tested and selected from a pool of adjectives elicited from the international students in
the pilot study described in Chapter 3 and from the previous attitude research to provide the
participants with meaningful labels and, importantly, to maintain comparability. However,
having observed a deviation from the expected pattern especially in the solidarity ratings, we
decided to validate our choice of the traits for this particular group of participants. To accomplish
this goal, we calculated the absolute difference between the means of each trait. The resulting
difference was put into a matrix of traits presented in Table 16 below, where smaller numbers
indicate that the participants perceived the traits as similar, and a higher number means that the
respondents saw a distinct difference between the traits. With the exception of the clusters
friendly/educated and clear/easy to understand, all of the differences between the means were
statistically-significant.
As Table 16 shows, the respondents clustered some of the labels differently than the pilot
study participants. Based on the pilot study findings and previous research on language attitudes,
we used the labels educated and smart for the status dimensions. As seen from the numbers in
bold, these traits were found clustered together with an absolute difference of 0.24. Such a low
number means that these two traits were perceived as similar by our participants. However, there
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was more variation in the solidarity category. The absolute difference shows that the solidarity
traits represented by the labels friendly and interesting have one of the highest scores: 0.68. This
means that these traits were not seen as comparable by the participants. Though surprising, these
results are not unprecedented. According to Beinhoff (2013), there is no agreement across
cultures on what traits comprise the solidarity dimension. In her data, she also found
considerable differences between the traits for this dimension. Due to its variability, the
solidarity dimension as applied in our study calls for caution when construing the results.
Table 16
Absolute difference between two traits (means of all the speakers).
Friendly
Friendly
Smart
Interesting
Energetic

Smart

Interesting

Energetic

Clear

Educated

Easy to
understand

0.24*

0.68*

0.57*

0.50*

0.25

0.53*

0.47*

0.38*

0.51*

0.24*

0.56*

0.16*

0.94*

0.69*

1.03*

0.82*

0.59*

0.89*

0.39*

0.16

Clear
Educated

0.39*

Easy to understand
Notes. Statistically-significant values (p ≤ 0.01) are in bold and marked with an asterisk (*).

Another notable finding is the clustering of the well-established solidarity label friendly
with the status traits as indicated by a low absolute difference value of 0.24. In our data, the
female slightly-accented voices were perceived as much friendlier than the male guises. These
results might be explained by the variation in the intonation contours of the guises. The female
guises with less influence from their L1 had a higher level of variation as marked by the range of
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pitch between low and high. In other words, they used more nativelike pitch patterns than the rest
of the voices. As suggested by Beinhoff (2013), “friendliness” seems to rely on differences in
intonation. In her data, short speech samples with little suprasegmental information were rated
significantly less friendly. It is, therefore, possible to hypothesize that the perceived variation in
the range of pitch has positive effects on both status and solidarity ratings, which in our case
translated into positive attitudes towards slightly accented Chinese and Arabic English. In other
words, intonation contours (the movement of pitch within an intonation unit) can determine how
a given accent is evaluated.
For the dynamism component, we used the trait energetic. It would normally be
indicative of a covert prestige of a non-standard variety and would be accompanied by the
adjectives such as “loud”, “forceful”, and “tough” (Edwards, 1982), typically masculine
attributes. In our study, however, the Chinese and Arabic slightly accented female guises scored
the highest in this category. A possible explanation for this discrepancy could be the students’
overall focus on nativelikeness which, as our results reveal, seems to be perceived through
intonation and rhythmic patterns. The international students in our studies appear to be
measuring the level of fluency on the continuum between “slow” –an indicator of nonnativeness,
and “fast” – indicative of nativeness with the latter being more positive than the former. We
believe that the word energetic might have been interpreted by the non-native participants as
synonymous to the more common word fast which, as observed in the pilot study results, seems
to equate with the word fluent. Our findings confirmed Llurda’s (2000) observation that faster
speakers are often considered more nativelike than slower ones.
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The absolute difference results show that the label clear is clustered with the label easy to
understand. Neither label is part of the main evaluative dimensions identified in the literature.
They were chosen to represent the intelligibility category of each voice sample. The rationale
behind including these labels into the study was to see if the guises were understandable to the
participants despite the variation in the levels of accentedness. Both slightly-accented female
guises were rated the highest on clarity and ease of understanding. Nevertheless, all the accented
female and accented and slightly accented male guises were rated above the neutral mark.
Despite the lack of statistical significance, this might suggest that despite the variation in the
level of accentedness all the guises were intelligible or very intelligible to the participants.
The role of recognition. To answer the second research questions, we need to look at the
numerical results for accent recognition in the VGT test. We included the recognition question to
address Preston’s (1989) concerns about potential misidentifications of speech varieties that
might lead to misinterpretation of the data. McKenzie (2008) maintains that a variety recognition
question is of most value when studying attitudes of non-native speakers as they might have
more difficulty in identifying particular varieties. To minimize misidentifications, the voice
samples for this study assured the highest degree of familiarity as they were pre-tested in the
pilot study. Based on the results obtained in the pilot study and the student clientele in the
Intensive Program at Concordia, we posited that Chinese and Arabic accents in English would be
the most familiar non-native accents for our subjects and therefore would be easy to identify.
In order to assure comparability across the voice samples, we assigned similar levels of
accentedness for each accent. However, the female slightly accented Chinese voice exhibited
more variation in her intonation contours and sounded more similar to a native speaker of
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Standard American English than the rest of the guises which retained certain segmental and nonsegmental idiosyncrasies. In the light of McKenzie’s (2008) results, we expected the more
recognizably Chinese or Arabic accents to be rated more negatively in terms of status. This
hypothesis was partially supported by the results. The number of the respondents who were able
to name the exact country of origin for each voice (i.e., country-specific recognition) was
relatively low; however, the participants had a very high rate of identifying the nonnativeness of
each sample. These findings suggest that the native/non-native dichotomy may be of higher
importance in forming attitudes towards varieties of English than the actual country of origin. To
put it simply, the more non-native the speaker was perceived to sound, the lower rating he or she
received on all the traits regardless of their place of birth. This permits us to conclude that
country-specific recognition, in addition to nonnativeness, seemed to have had a negative effect
on the ratings. These judgements allow us to say that there seems to be a certain standard or
speaker models (Hayes-Harb & Hacking, 2015) against which the participants in the VGT study
compared the voices. Whether it is a native speaker, regional, ethnic or idealized non-native
speaker model requires further research. Nevertheless, based on the qualitative results obtained
in the interviews, it is safe to suggest that the non-native speaker guises were evaluated against
models of nativelikeness.
Gender. The findings from the pilot study suggested that the sex had an effect on the
attitudes of the ESL learners towards different varieties of English. These findings were partially
confirmed as we found that the sex of the raters was a potential factor in forming attitudes
towards Arabic and Chinese accented English as there was a significant difference between the
ratings given by male and female judges to three guises (ASAM, AAF, and AAM) on six traits.
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The females rated all these three voices more negatively on six traits out of fourteen. This hints
at the well-established notion in sociolinguistics that women are often harsher in their ratings of
nonstandard forms and are more oriented towards a standard or more prestigious variety of a
given language (Trudgill, 1972). Men, on the other hand, are more likely to give higher ratings to
low-prestige verities to mark in-group identity or a covert prestige (Ibid.).
Another finding is related to the gender of the speakers. The results presented in Chapter
4 show that the female speakers were rated higher than the male speakers with statisticallysignificant values on five traits out of fourteen. However, this observation cannot be
overgeneralized as there might be other factors contributing to these positive ratings such as a
higher level of nativelikeness of the slightly accented female guises. A possible explanation for
these differences in performance between the female and male speakers could be found in
previous sociolinguistics research, which claims that women seem to be more willing to modify
their speech towards the prestige or standard variety. However, there are other possible
individual differences at play such as aptitude, motivation, and the age of acquisition.
Linguistic Analysis
To answer the third research question about the features of Arabic and Chinese accented
English that were salient to the participants, we turn to the results obtained in the VGT study and
interviews. Based on the results of the pilot study, we hypothesized that consonants would be
more salient to our subjects than vowels in their perception of Chinese and Arabic accented
English. In the light of previous research, it would be useful to divide the features identified by
the participants into segmental and non-segmental.
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Segmental features. Consonants. When asked to identify pronunciation features that
helped the participants to identify the origin of the accents under investigation, the majority of
the participants chose to concentrate on consonants. The two phonemes that stood out were /θ/
and /ð/. Despite not contributing to unintelligibility (Jenkins, 2000; Derwing, 2003), these
phonemes seem to be a marker of a successful English speaker for the non-native respondents in
the present study. Deviations in production of the voiced and voiceless interdentals were the
most salient features of Chinese and Arabic accents identified by the participants. These findings
confirm what Derwing observed in her 2003 study. Her subjects focused almost exclusively on
the interdentals as the main root of their pronunciation problems. Derwing attributed this
behaviour to the type of instruction her participants had received in their ESL training where
teachers may have focused on these sounds because of the ease of demonstration. In addition to
the perceived ease of demonstration, we believe these sounds are often emphasized in classroom
settings by ESL teachers who continue to stress the importance of minimal pairs. As regards
consonant clusters, the elision of /r/ and overstressed /k/ in ‘work’ were named as possible
markers of Chinese accent.
Vowel sounds. In the present study, the participants had difficulty identifying variation in
vowel sounds. We could suggest that the judges had either a lower level of sensitivity to specific
features of English vowels or that they lacked the appropriate language to describe certain
phonological processes. These results do not confirm the previous findings obtained in the pilot
study where the respondents were phonologically savvy; however, they do align with Niedzielski
and Preston’s (2000) observations that phonology may be available to linguistically naïve
listeners only in a general way.
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Non-segmental features. Rhythm, stress and intonation did not receive explicit
comments from the participants in the VGT study. However, the female slightly accented guises
with more variation in intonation patterns and native like rhythm were rated more positively by
the participants in the verbal guise part of the present study. This suggests that nuclear stress and
rhythm might be instrumental in identifying the nativelikeness of an accent by non-native
participants. We believe that the non-native speakers in this study invoked similar if not the same
mental models as the native speaker raters in Hayes-Harb and Hacking’s (2015) study, in which
they evaluated the nativelikeness of native and non-native accents in English.
Speaking rate and fluency. When commenting on the features that helped the
participants to identify each accent, the respondents named their slow speed as an indicator of
nonnativeness. In the interviews, the participants often referred to what they called “the flow”, or
“fluidity” of the accent. They often described different disfluencies such as hesitation and long
pauses as markers of a struggling speaker of English.
From our data, it is evident that non-segmentals, connected speech, rhythm and delivery
rate play an important role in language attitudes. The speakers who approximated their rhythm
patterns and intonation contours to those of a native speaker received higher ratings on all the
traits in our data.
When asked if the respondents would prefer to acquire native like pronunciation. The
results revealed that the participants had mixed feelings about completely losing their accent.
Although they all considered either RP or GA to be the most desirable teaching and learning
model, they expressed a certain degree of uncertainty when it came to the idea of having a native
speaker English accent. During the interviews, some participants directly referred to their sense
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of national identity which, in their opinion, is expressed through the L1 accent. Many
participants, however, believed that speaking in the two standard accents was still a sign of a
high overall proficiency in English and an indispensable quality for success in their academic
and professional lives. Accordingly, non-target like pronunciation was perceived by the
respondents as a sign of a lack of pronunciation proficiency and as deviations from their
understanding of Standard English. Regardless of certain allowances for the existence of what
the participants referred to as International English, and different accents in English, they still
exhibited a very positive attitude towards the native varieties, especially American English. Their
preference for Standard American English seems to stem from the participants’ social
environment. While being in North America they expressed the desire to sound American in
order to be treated as equal members of society. The failure to sound native makes them feel
inferior and insecure about their English. In the words of the participants, this feeling of anxiety
or linguistic insecurity was exacerbated by the self-imposed pressure to speak correctly and
sound ‘right’ when communicating with native-speakers of English. With non-native-speakers,
on the other hand, the respondents did not report the need to meet certain pronunciation or
grammatical standards. This observation is best summarized by S6:
S6: When I speak to the non-native, I know that we are at the same situation, we are both
non-native, so if you make a mistake, I don’t really care. I say to myself: if I don’t make a
mistake, it’s OK, so we are both the same. But then I’m with the native speaker, I really
get stressed, because I know, that they know perfectly the language.
The psychological easiness to communicate with non-native speakers of English was
acknowledged by the majority of the interview participants. In spite of naming an accent as a
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negative feature which might hinder understanding, non-native speakers of English were
presented in quite positive light. They are perceived as fellow students who are learning English
and going through the same kind of struggle. Communication with non-natives gives the
participants freedom to express themselves and put no constraints on their accuracy and fluency.
The interviewees feel more relaxed about their English and, therefore, relate to non-native
speakers of English better than their native English speaker counterparts.
Attitudes of International Students towards Chinese and Arabic Accented English
To answer the main research question about the attitudes of international students
towards Arabic and Chinese accented English in the context of Montreal, we need to look at the
results of the VGT study and the interviews. To assist in our understanding of complex in-group
versus out-group relations, the results were divided according to the country of origin in line with
earlier attitude studies conducted by Lambert (1967). In Lambert’s experiment, the participant
evaluated the same speaker very differently depending on their L1 background.
Arabic accents. Overall, the Arabic guises elicited the most unexpected results in the
VGT study. In order to check for in-group solidarity, we calculated the difference between the
ratings given to the Arabic voices by the Arabic speakers and other international students. We
anticipated the Arabic voices to be judged overall more positively by the Arabic speaking
participants than by the international students thus supporting the well-established notion of ingroup favoritism, which is favoring the members of in-group over the out-group members
(Tajfel, 1974). Based on Jenkins’ (2007) hypothesis which states that a stronger L1 accent
emphasizes in-group membership, we additionally expected the more salient Arabic accents to
trigger more positive attitudes from the Arabic-speaking students than from other participants.
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As seen from Table 17, the Arabic participants made a larger distinction between the slightlyaccented and accented voices. However, the statistically significant difference was observed for
the Arabic slightly-accented female voice only. To explain this discrepancy, we can suggest that
the Arabic speaking respondents in our study did not want to be identified with the more
accented voices. These attitudes seem to confirm the existence of certain self-stereotypes similar
to those observed by Lambert (1967). In his study, the French-Canadian group gave consistently
less positive ratings to the French-speaking guise. In contrast, in the current study, the slightlyaccented female guise received more positive ratings from the Arabic-speaking respondents.
These results suggest that the Arabic speaking students were more willing to mark their in-group
solidarity with the speaker with less prominent Arabic accent. It is noteworthy that even though
the slightly accented Arabic female guise was identified as Arabic and non-native by the
participants in the VGT study, she was constantly given positive ratings on all the traits by the
Arabic (4.59/6) and non-Arabic speaking respondents (3.75/6) . These results may indicate that it
is possible to minimize the negative attitudes triggered by a strong Arabic accent but still retain
detectable Arabic L1 pronunciation features. However, there are more potential variables that
might have influenced the listeners’ attitudes such as the gender of the speakers, as discussed
earlier.
As explained above, the attitudes towards Arabic-accented English held by the Arabic
students are ambivalent. On one hand, they rated the slightly accented female voice higher than
the rest of the participants, which suggests a level of solidarity with their own in-group accent.
On the other hand, the accented Arabic voices received negative or neutral ratings from their ingroup members. These negative or somewhat neutral attitudes towards their own accent confirm
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Dalton-Puffer, Kaltenboeck and Smit’s (1997) findings of some dislike expressed by Austrian
students towards their own accents.
Table 17
In-group and out-group ratings for the Arabic guises.
Accent
Arab ratings

Not-Arab ratings

ASAF

ASAM

AAF

AAM

Mean

4.59

3.40

2.41

3.53

Standard deviation

1.23

1.31

1.38

1.04

Mean

3.75

3.16

2.44

3.59

Standard deviation

1.40

1.30

1.40

1.19

0.84*

0.24

-0.03

-0.07

Mean difference

Notes. Statistically-significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) are in bold and marked with an asterisk (*).

In the qualitative part of the study, the Arabs were also divided in their beliefs about the
Arabic accented English. They acknowledged the ease of understanding due to a high degree of
familiarity with the accent. They also expressed a detailed knowledge of different varieties of
Arabic and their effect on English. Their responses revealed that Arabic accent is seen as familiar
and easy to understand but undesirable as all of the participants expressed a very clear wish to
sound nativelike, thus confirming the results obtained in previous studies that international
students prefer the standard accents of English (Friedrich, 2003; Janicka, Kul and Weckwerth,
2008; Tsou, 2012).
The rest of the international students did not express solidarity with the Arabic-accented
voices. The mean ratings for all the traits for each Arabic guise were in the neutral or negative
range. However, the majority of the non-Arabic interview respondents were more lenient
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towards Arabic accent than Arabic L1 speakers. They praised it for its high level of intelligibility
and overall ease of understanding. It is important to note that the Chinese participants reported
the initial incomprehensibility of Arabic accent at the beginning of the course, which gradually
improved over time through communication with their Arabic-speaking classmates.
Chinese accents. For the Mandarin Chinese accented guises with more L1 influence, we
discovered that the female accented voice was rated more positively on all the traits. Similarly,
the female voice with less influence from their L1 received higher ratings than the male voice on
all the traits. This suggests that several factors were at play when the respondents evaluated these
voice samples. The accented samples were similar in terms of their intonation contours. Both
accented samples resembled the tonal pattern of Mandarin Chinese with tonal pattern being
assigned to the majority of the lexical items.
In order to better understand the results, we performed the same calculations for in-group
and out-group evaluations (see Table 18Error! Reference source not found.). In comparison to
their Arabic counterparts, the Chinese participants expressed a significantly higher level of ingroup solidarity with three of the four guises regardless of their level of accentedness (CAM,
CSAF, and CAF). These results support previous sociolinguistic research findings that suggest
that people tend to rate their in-group members more positively.
The results for the out-group show an overall tendency to give favorable ratings to the
Chinese voices in the VGT study. This might be explained by the variation in the level of
accentedness between the Arabic and Chinese samples. The qualitative results demonstrate
polarized opinions about Chinese accent in English. On one hand, the Chinese accent was
described as horrible, choppy, and difficult to understand. On the other hand, the speakers of
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Chinese were praised for their efforts to learn English. It is worth noting that the out-group
interviewees who expressed more favorable attitudes towards Chinese accented English were
either interested in learning Chinese or having personal friends who are Chinese.
Table 18
In-group and out-group ratings for the Chinese guises.
Accent
Chinese ratings

Non-Chinese ratings

ASAF

ASAM

AAF

AAM

Mean

3.50

5.39

3.77

4.44

Standard deviation

1.43

0.81

1.35

1.24

Mean

3.18

4.76

3.76

3.53

Standard deviation

1.38

1.16

1.25

1.25

0.32*

0.64*

0.02

0.91*

Mean difference

Notes. Statistically-significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) are in bold and marked with an asterisk (*).

Student environment
Our hypothesis holds that the attitudes held by the ESL students in the intensive English
program at Concordia university will be influenced by the context of Montreal. Montreal is a
multilingual, multicultural and multiethnic city with French as the official language. Sixty three
percent of the population of the island is native speakers of French (Statistics Canada, 2012). The
rest of the population is comprised of English native speakers (11.6%) and of those whose
mother tongue is neither English nor French (22%).
All the interview participants have acknowledged the position of English as the de facto
international language in the domains of higher education and business. Many of the respondents
believe that their knowledge of English will improve their employability and mobility. A high
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level of proficiency in English is seen as a prerequisite for their increased freedom and career
prospects. The respondents see English as a commodity that ensures certain economic
advantages on the job market. Despite learning English as a Second Language for educational
purposes in Canada, the participants are aware that they are not acquiring the dominant language
of the Montreal community. With French as the sole official language, Montreal is not seen by
our participants as an ideal milieu for learning English for its failure to provide students with
opportunities to practice English outside school. The vast majority of the students have
confirmed that they communicate in English mainly within their school context. The respondents
see Montreal as a non-threatening environment where they can express their nonnativeness
without being treated as foreign or out-group. They feel they can relate to the increasing numbers
of highly skilled immigrants who settle in Montreal for professional and educational reasons.
When asked about the suitability of Arabic and Chinese accented English for
communication in Montreal, the participants put all the guises above the neutral mark, with the
exception of the Arabic-accented female voice. In other words, the international students felt that
those accents, or rather the persons who spoke in them, were welcome in Montreal despite their
perceived divergence from nativelike pronunciation. These findings confirm the hypothesis put
forward in Chapter 4, which claimed that the overall attitudes towards Chinese and Arabic
accented English would be positively influenced by the multilingual context of Montreal
compared to the monolingual contexts described in the literature. Unlike the participants in other
studies conducted in various settings (see Chapter 1 for details), our participants do not seem to
apply the same harsh standards to non-native speakers of English in Montreal. These findings
could also be explained in terms of the “reference frame effect” (Dragojevic & Giles, 2014). The
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lack of a native speaker sample for comparison may have affected the listeners’ judgements and
their sense of connection with the speakers in a positive way.
Effect on teaching/teachers. Despite the fact that English is viewed as an international
lingua franca by all the respondents, somewhat negative attitudes towards non-native accents still
persist in the domain of language teaching. The participants deemed English with recognizable
accent unsuitable for teaching English even in the welcoming context of Montreal. The goal of
teaching is still seen as emulating a native speaker of prestigious varieties, such as GP and RP, as
closely as possible.
The participants saw the native teachers as superior to the non-native teachers back home
in every respect by naming the main advantage of studying in the Intensive Program: an
opportunity to communicate with English native speaker teachers of English on a daily basis.
These findings are in line with what Phillipson (1992) calls the “native speaker fallacy”, which is
based on the Chomskyan notion that the native speaker is the ideal informant in grammatical
judgments and is therefore the ultimate authority on language use. In other words, the native
teachers are believed to have a better command of fluent, idiomatically correct English. An
accent is often viewed by the students as the shibboleth distinguishing native speaker teachers
from non-native ones.
The students in this study appeared influenced by the standard ideology and stereotypical
notions of a native speaker in terms of expectations they had from their teachers (i.e., sounding
nativelike) and their own performance (i.e., achieving nativelikeness). The participants often felt
conflicted when their preconceived notions of correctness were challenged outside the
classroom. On one hand, they saw the advantages of being part of a bigger community of non-
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native speakers. On the other hand, they were worried that this engagement would disadvantage
them, especially in professional and educational domains. Nevertheless, some of the participants
recognized the change in the use of English worldwide and would like to challenge the
hegemony of native speakers as notes one of the interview participants:
S1: I think we need to improve our listening to identify these because English is
worldwide not only native speakers can speak English everyone can speak English and
everyone has a different accent if you don’t understand them well (.) it’s not (.) it’s the
limit of your English.
So far, this chapter has discussed the major findings from the VGT study and the
interviews. The remaining part of this chapter will consider the research value of this study for
the main research areas involved.
Research Value of the Study
The study of the international students’ attitudes towards Arabic- and Chinese-accented
English in the context of an Intensive English Program has contributed to the existing literature
in the areas of sociolinguistics, social psychology, English as a Lingua Franca, and L2
pronunciation pedagogy.
Sociolinguistics, social psychology and language attitude research. Our study used a
mixed method approach from the fields of social psychology, and more specifically from the
area of language attitude research. Building on previous studies in the area of social psychology,
we utilised a mixture of the verbal and matched guise techniques by recording an authentic
speaker of each variety producing two different levels of accentedness. Earlier research into
attitudes towards English accents has been carried out either exclusively with native speakers of
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English or a group of native speakers was included for comparison. The current study was
conducted with non-native speakers of English only who acted as the voice samples and judges.
We believe that this methodological novelty of the study adds to the literature on language
attitudes.
The results of the present study have also contributed to the literature on perceptual
dialectology and added information on the construction of perceptual labels. As seen from the
detailed discussion earlier in this chapter, the participants clustered some of the traits and labels
differently compared to the participants’ in other studies. Our research, therefore, has shed light
on how folk or linguistically naïve listeners categorize sociolinguistic features.
A sociolinguistic contribution of this study is an observed low level of solidarity with
non-native accents exhibited by the participants. In traditional sociolinguistic research,
participants express a certain level of in-group solidarity with the members of their first
language. In this study, the solidarity ratings were lower than the status ratings for all the
accents. These results suggest that a recognizable non-native accent in English does not seem to
signal L1 identity as was hypothesized by ELF researchers. Our results show that the non-native
participants in this study are nativelike accent oriented. For them, nativelikeness is associated
with the notion of social status and it marks a high proficiency in the target second language.
Notwithstanding relatively low solidarity and status ratings, they were still higher than
the evaluations documented in the literature. This suggests that contextual factors, which in this
study were the diverse locus of Montreal and a university setting, correlate with attitudes. We
found that the participants were harsher in their ratings when the voices represented the more
formal domain of higher education but more lenient when they represented the Montreal setting.
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This study contributes to the body of literature on language attitude and folklinguistics insofar as
it accounts for contextual factors as attitude correlates.
This study has also added to the mounting evidence that language attitudes are connected
to gender. An unexpected result in regard to gender was that the female speakers were rated
more positively than males by both genders with statistically-significant values on five traits out
of fourteen. In other sociolinguistic studies, male speakers of non-standard dialects have been
given more positive ratings than females as a sign of covert prestige. However, the role of gender
in attitude preferences needs further investigation as this observation applies exclusively to the
slightly accented voices and is supported by a low number of statistically significant differences.
An important contribution of this study is its investigation of listeners’ identifications of
the origin of each accent. Up until recently, the research in the field of sociolinguistics and social
psychology has presumed that the participants were able to correctly identify the accents or
dialects under investigation. The inclusion of a variety recognition question seems of even more
value when working with non-native speakers since they have presumably had less exposure to
the varieties of L2 speech (McKenzie, 2008). As observed in our results, the recognition rate
among non-native listeners is relatively low when it comes to determining the country of origin
of even very familiar accents. The nativelike-non-nativelike distinction appeared of more
importance to the non-native participants in our study when determining attitudes towards an L2
accent.
English as a Lingua Franca. Our study also contributes to the fields of English as
Lingua Franca and World Englishes. Most research into English spoken in Montreal defines
English either in terms of ESL or EFL. We believe that our contribution to the area of World
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Englishes and ELF is the use of the term English as Lingua Franca in describing the English
spoken in Montreal. We believe that the linguistic context of Montreal is impossible to situate
using Kachru’s three circles of English given the increasing number of international students and
immigrants from different cultural backgrounds who use English as a Lingua Franca to
communicate. Researchers interested in language attitudes in the Montreal context should
consider employing the less rigid framework of English as a Lingua Franca to accommodate
speakers from various language backgrounds engaged in multicultural communication.
This study has also contributed to the literature on ELF in Academic contexts (ELFA).
The research in this area has been focusing on academic discourse, practices and attitudes. Our
study has shown that international students are still nativelike norm-oriented in their use of
English in academic context. This confirms Jenkins’ (2014) observation that academic
performance in English-speaking universities is measured against native speaker standards. Such
orientation to native speaker norms leads to the feeling of linguistic insecurity in the use of
English reported by the participants in this study. The international students seem to regard the
level of proficiency in English as signalled by their level of accentedness as the main factor that
determines their academic and professional success.
With regard to Jenkins’s (2000) earlier work on the Lingua Franca Core, the findings of
this research suggest that our respondents wish to go beyond the core features in their pursuit of
nativelike accent. Our research findings suggest that intelligibility and acceptability of a nonnative accent function independently. Since all the accents were intelligible to the respondents
regardless of their level of accentedness but did not receive similar ratings, we can suggest that
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being intelligible is not seen as the ultimate attainment in second language learning; the
speaker’s degree of nativeness is.
It is important to note that Jenkins (2000) collected her empirical data from interactions
between upper-intermediate/low-advanced students, who, in her opinion, relied on segmental
sounds and did not orient to contextual clues to process the message. The participants in our
study were Advanced 2 students, who, based on the results, relied on the same strategies
employed by native English speakers to access the meaning. These strategies included using
context and reacting to pitch movement changes.
Pedagogical implications for pronunciation teaching. Although the purpose of our
study was not to establish a new paradigm for teaching pronunciation, we believe that some of
the results may be helpful in improving the existing practices. Our results suggest that the
internationals students have nativelike mental models they used to judge the accents in the VGT
study. They appeared to have evaluated the voices on the spectrum of proximity to the native
English speaker. The Chinese slightly accented female guise, for instance, was given the highest
ratings on most traits. We assume this happened because the Chinese female speaker provided
the samples with more variation. Her slightly accented voice was phonetically very similar to
North American English (GA), which is why, we believe, it was considered more prestigious
than the rest of the accents by the participants in the study.
There is some evidence, however, that suggests that these students are slowly moving
away from the idea of nativeness. It was illustrated by the attitude patterns observed for the
Arabic slightly accented female voice. The Arabic sample was identified as produced by a nonnative speaker but was still rated positively on the wide majority of the traits. This has important
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implications for pronunciation teaching. First, these results may help set a more realistic goal for
pronunciation teaching that allows students to retain L1 features but still triggers positive
attitudes on behalf of international interlocutors. Second, it seems that non-segmental features
have more influence than segmental ones on how a non-native accent is perceived by non-native
listeners. In other words, problems with segmentals are often more emphasized in class by ESL
teachers and are, therefore, more salient to international students. However, in our studies nonsegmental features, such as nativelike rhythm and intonation seemed to correlate with more
positive attitudes towards them. It is important to remember though, that the slightly-accented
guises were also more nativelike in their pronunciation of individual sounds.
If despite the observed slight shift in attitudes towards L2-accented English, L2 learners
still want to modify their accent to resemble a more prestigious variety or trigger more
favourable attitudes from international interlocutors, our results indicate that both segmental and
non-segmental features should be emphasized in classroom settings. International students are
recommended to keep their variation in consonant production to a minimum and keep their
vowel quality and quantity constant. In terms of non-segmentals, intonation has received
comments from the majority of the participants. In order to elicit positive social evaluations from
international students, intonation patterns should resemble native speaker intonation patterns.
However, the level of proximity to NS intonation contours requires further investigation. It is
also important to note at this point that the degree of L2 accent in this study only slightly
impacted the intelligibility ratings. Given the increasing number of L2 speakers in various
domains and contexts, it seems more productive to focus on raising students’ awareness of the
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position of English in the world and intercultural communication, than to attempt to persuade
students to imitate an often unattainable NS model.
Our findings could also be used to raise awareness about various degrees of foreign
accent and their influence on language attitudes. By playing short samples of accented English to
international students, English language teachers could use different accents in English to
demonstrate how quickly and strongly people react to even minor deviations in pronunciation.
These implications, though valuable, should not be overgeneralized due to some inevitable
limitations of this study.
Limitations of the Present Study
Despite addressing the majority of the limitations identified in the pilot study, a number
of additional limitations still remain. The first limitation is the number of participants. There
were 30 respondents who took part in the VGT test and only 12 volunteered for an interview.
Additionally, we interviewed 11 advanced students in the same program who did not participate
in the VGT part of the study. In total, our sample size was 41 respondents, which is relatively
small considering the total number of students enrolled in the Intensive Program at the time.
Forty respondents would represent approximately 10% of the total student body. Although a
larger sample would be potentially more representative of the student population in the program,
it would have been impossible to conduct follow-up interviews with the students in the lower
levels as their speaking skills would not have been strong enough to express their ideas in full.
Another limitation of the present study is the large number of participants’ first
languages. It could be argued that group diversity is at the heart of the ELF approach, but we
believe that the heterogeneity of the group might have caused some convoluted results that are
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impossible to generalize. Each speaker of each language represented in our study has their own
political and cultural background that might have affected their attitudes. It is evident from the
results that there is a multitude of elements that play a role in social evaluations of non-native
speakers.
The most apparent limitation stems from the fact that there were 11 participants who did
not take part in the VGT test, but their interviews were still considered for the data analysis.
Although it might be seen as a disadvantage of the study, in hindsight it was the right decision to
contact those who did not take part in the verbal guise study. As we have seen from the results,
participation in the VGT study was not a prerequisite for expressing attitudes towards Chinese
and Arabic-accented English. The 11 student-volunteers were already familiar with Chinese and
Arabic-accented English and had clearly formed attitudes towards them as they had spent almost
an academic year in the program where the majority of the students were from China and Arabicspeaking countries.
A further limitation of the present study lies in what Lee (1971) calls ‘the salience
problem’. In his critical response to the MGT method, he pointed out that listening to the same
text would put more emphasis on language variation thus accentuating the differences between
the accents. However, using the MGT seems to be the only way to avoid other variables that
might have affected the participants’ attitudes, such as the congruity between the text, speaker
and the accent (Agheyisi & Fishman, 1970). Despite keeping the text identical for all the
speakers, they still exhibited some variation in accuracy, which seemed to have affected their
results for nativeness.
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The major limitation of the study relates to the voice samples in our study. While we tried
to minimize the number of variables by using a combination of the MGT and VGT methods, the
samples still varied in more than one element. Although the variation in the level of accentedness
was the main factor that contributed to the ratings of the attitudes, voice quality and delivery
speed might have influenced the participants’ perceptions. As seen from the data, speech rate is
an important marker of the level of nativeness or fluency as seen by the participants in this study.
In future research, the same study could be conducted using synthetically modified shorter voice
samples. However, despite this limitation, the voice guises were authentic and unedited, and
provided results that helped us answer the research questions.
The limitations of using semi-structured interviews for collecting attitudinal data relate to
a possibility of biasing participants. No matter how much freedom we gave to the participants to
express their views, we were still in the asymmetrical relationship between a student and a
teacher. As a result, the interview data represent their attitudes tinted with desirability bias. Some
of the interviewees also reported feeling slightly intimidated by the recorder.
In order to overcome these limitations, we would like to provide some suggestions for
further research.
Recommendations for Future Research
This study has opened the door to researching the use of English as a Lingua Franca in
Montreal among higher education students. In order to answer the main research question about
the attitudes of international students towards Arabic- and Chinese-accented English in the
context of Montreal, the present study employed quantitative and qualitative data collection
methods. This mixed-method approach was chosen to offset the limitations often associated with
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employing only quantitative paradigm when researching language attitudes. Nevertheless, more
research is needed in order to gain a better understanding of the multidimensional attitudes held
by non-native speakers of English towards non-native accents spoken on the island of Montreal.
We have several recommendations for further research.
To obtain a better picture of the language attitudes towards Chinese and Arabic accented
English, a replication of this study carried out on a larger scale is needed. This study could
include ‘judges’ from various linguistic and social backgrounds to represent the diversity of
English-speaking university students of Montreal. However, to avoid treating international
students as a homogeneous group, we suggest controlling for in-group and out-group
membership as it seems to affect social evaluations.
The present study included eight accent samples with two different levels of
accentedness. For future research, we suggest including more samples of the same accent with
controlled variations in consonants, vowels, rhythm and intonation. This would permit us to
pinpoint certain features that seem to be responsible for evoking positive or negative attitudes on
the part of the listener. Because of the possible impact of certain phonological features on
participants’ attitudes, the samples could be electronically modified to allow for only one feature
under investigation. Furthermore, more research is needed into the linguistic features that trigger
negative or positive attitudes towards accented English in non-native speakers. The results of
such studies will help shed light on how to achieve mutual intelligibility among speakers of
different first languages.
Additionally, it would be interesting to reverse the research pattern by interviewing
participants first, and then conclude the findings with the VGT. In our opinion, the participants
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would be more aware of the global spread of English and the use of English across the three
circles, thus exhibiting even more lenient attitudes towards the varieties in question. Finally, our
study could be replicated in other contexts to establish the role of milieu on language attitudes. A
comparison of the attitudes held by non-native speakers in the Inner, Outer and Expanding
circles of English could provide insights into complexity and diversity of language attitudes
expressed by non-native speakers towards their counterparts.
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Appendix A
Student’s Consent Form

Research study on
The Attitudes of ESL Students Towards Non-native Varieties of English in the Context of
Montreal: An Exploratory Study
Viktoria Kazarloga, PhD student, Faculty of Education, Université de Sherbrooke

Supervisors:
Dr. Marilyn Steinbach, Université de Sherbrooke

Dr. Walcir Cardoso, Concordia University

Dear student,
We invite you to participate in the present study that looks at attitudes towards different
accents in English.
Your participation in this study is voluntary and consists of completing a survey about
different accents in English. When you listen to each voice sample presented on Google Form,
you will be asked to rate each accent on a scale from 1 to 6. The survey will take about 15
minutes of your time. The fact of answering the survey constitutes consent to participate in this
research. The second part of study consists of a semi-structured interview, in which you will be
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asked a few questions about your experience learning and speaking English in Montreal. The
interview will take about 20 to 30 minutes of your time. Participation in the interview is
absolutely voluntary and you are entirely free to withdraw from the study at any stage without
explanation. Your decision will not affect your student status in any way.
We would like to assure you that the data gathered in this study will be kept completely
confidential as you will be completing an on-line anonymous survey. The interview data will be
recorded with a hand-held recorder. To protect your identity, you will not be asked to identify
yourself nor asked any questions that might identify you. You will be given a numerical code to
protect your identity at all times. All the data will be stored on a computer and protected using a
password. The data collected will be kept under lock and key at the home of the principal
researcher and the only people who will have access to it are: the researcher and his research
supervisors (Professors Marilyn Steinbach and Walcir Cardoso). The data will be destroyed no
later than 2020.
Your signature below indicates that you have understood the information about the study
indicated above and consent to your participation. The participation is voluntary and you may
refuse to answer certain questions on the questionnaire survey or during the interview and
withdraw from the study at any time with no penalty. You should have received a copy of the
consent form for your own record. If you have further questions related to this research, please
contact the researcher at the email address indicated above.
Participant: __________________________________

Date: ____________

*E-mail address: ______________________________________________________
* Please leave your email address if you wish to participate in the follow-up interview which will
be arranged at your convenience outside of class time.
Researcher: __________________________________

Date: ____________

This project has been approved by the Education and Social science ethics committee of the
Universite de Sherbrooke. If you have any questions about ethical aspects of this project (consent
forms, confidentiality, etc.), please do not hesitate to contact Mr. Eric Yergeau, the president of
the committee
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Appendix B
The Verbal Guise Study Questions (Sample)

English accents questionnaire
Viktoria Kazarloga
Personal Information
Mother tongue
Home country
Gender

Male

Age (circle as appropriate)

16-19

Female
20-29

30-30

40-49

50-59

60+

1
1
1
1
1
1

Speaker 1
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

Friendly
Smart
Interesting
Energetic
Clear
Educated

Difficult to understand

1

2

3

4

5

6

Unsuitable for communication in Montreal

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Very easy to understand
Very suitable for communication in
Montreal
Very suitable for communication in an
English speaking country
Very suitable for communication when
travelling abroad
Very suitable for an English university
Very suitable for an English teacher in
Montréal
I would like to sound like this speaker
I am definitely sure this person is not a
native speaker

Unfriendly
Stupid
Boring
Lazy
Unclear
Uneducated

Unsuitable for communication in an English
speaking country
Unsuitable for communication when
travelling abroad
Unsuitable for an English university
Unsuitable for an English teacher in
Montréal
I would not like to sound like this speaker
I am definitely sure this person is a native
English speaker
The first language of the speaker is
What features helped you identify the accent
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Appendix C
Interview Questions

1.

Age

2.

Nationality

3.

Native Language

4.

How many languages do you speak?

5.

When did you start learning English? How long have you been learning English?

6.

Why did you choose to learn English?

7.

Who do you speak English with in Montreal?

8.

Are you happy with your English? Is it enough for successful communication?

9.

After having come to Montreal did you notice any difference between your English and the
one used in Montreal?

10. What do you notice first about people’s accents? What features? How can you guess where
someone is from?
11. Do you find it difficult to understand native speakers of English? Why? Why not?
12. Do you find it difficult to understand non-native speakers of English? Why? Why not?
13. Would you like to acquire a native like pronunciation? Why? Why not?
14. Would you like to pass for a native speaker of English?
15. What does it mean to you to speak clearly?
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16. How would you describe Chinese accent in English? How familiar are you with this accent?
17. How would you describe Arabic accent in English? How familiar are you with Arabic
accent in English?
18. What are the best accents in the world?
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Appendix D
Sample Interview Transcript

Speaker 1. Chinese. Female.
V: erm just tell me a few things about yourself erm like how old you are
S1: eighteen
V: Where do you come from?
S1: From China
V: Which part of China?
S1: North East
V: North East. It’s near Russia somewhere
S1: Yeah, near Russia
V: OK erm is it Cantonese or Mandarin? Do you speak Cantonese or Mandarin?
S1: I don’t know what it means. This kind of accent?
V: No-no, not accent but I say in China do you speak Mandarin or Standard Chinese
S1: What is Mandarin?
V: Standard Chinese
S1: or what?
V: or Cantonese
S1: What is Cantonese?
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V: you don’t know Cantonese erm maybe I mispronounced it
S1: I just don’t know (.) my words (.) my vocabulary is very limited
V: Cantonese (showed the Chinese equivalent)
S1: oh oh I don’t speak this
V: OK so you speak Mandarin
S1: yes yes
V: OK
S1: This is in the South
V: South? OK.
S1: South East
V: OK
S1: of China
V: OK
S1: and North
V: and North that’s why I was erm let me find Mandarin for you so you know
S1: I don’t know these two words before. Yes like that
V: So you can say that speak you Mandarin Chinese [yes] so how many languages do you
speak?
S1: Only Chinese and English
V: Chinese and English OK (.) so when did you start learning English?
S1: From very young @ we learn English from primary school [from primary school?]
maybe before that
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V: before that
S1: yes
V: How old were you then?
S1: you mean when I start primary school? Like five years old
V: FIVE years [or six] old?
S1: around that
V: So why did you CHOOSE English?
S1: Erm actually it’s not what we want to choose (.) we CANNOT choose because it is
what we MUST (.) LEARN (.) that (.) in our school in primary school in middle school you have
to learn that. It’s a subject we need to have exams for that but for myself I LIKE English (.) yes
(.) it’s not someone forced me or something. English is worldwide if you want to go travelling
around the world English is the best choice it’s much more important than Chinese I think.
V: OK but why did you choose Montreal?
S1: Because my relatives are here
V: like aunt
S1: My aunt and my cousins (.) they are already Canadians
V: They are already Canadians?
S1: They come erm they have been here for 10 years (.) more than 10 years
V: When you came to? When did you come to Montreal?
S1: Just this year (.) September
V: Oh very recently (.) just two three months?
S1: Yeah two [two] months
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V1: Months wow (.) So did you notice any differences between English that you learned
in China and English in Montreal?
S1: Yeah here we have better environments to improve our speaking [uh-huh] in China
all the people speak Chinese [uh-huh] there is no environment erm it’s hard to improve our
speaking and no big difference (.) maybe the teachers have a different X of communication and
erm
V: Different what?
S1: Different METHODS
V: METHODS uh-huh different methods ok of teaching
S1: yeah because they are NATIVE speakers and it’s different of teachers from my
country
V: who do you understand better native speakers or non-native speakers of English?
S1: erm it depends if they want to face to an exam to get high marks [uh-huh] like IELTS
tests or TOEFL tests (.) in China we have these kinds of programs to improve our SCORES [uhhum] to get better marks but its only limit like marks you can’t improve your SKILLS like
speaking and listening (.) they can explain you erm explain how to face to this exams in Chinese
and we can understand it better but (.) hm but it’s LIMITED we cannot improve our English
skills erm to face to (.) to communicate with native speakers
V: [uh-huh]
S1: yeah
V: but who do you understand better native speakers or non-native speakers?
S1: XX erm I don’t know the same [the same?] FOR ME it’s the same
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V: ok erm but who do you feel more comfortable speaking with? Who you know you feel
more relaxed with when you speak?
S1: Native speaker
V: you feel more relaxed?
S1: yes
V: ok so if I asked you to (.) describe Chinese English? How would you describe Chinese
English?
S1: Chinese English
V: Chinese accent in English
S1: oh Chinese accent is like erm can I take some words to explain you for an example?
[sure] like MILK Chinese people just they can’t say it very well like letter l they just say like
milk it’s different and the native speakers will confuse what’s that erm the letter l or erm let me
think (.) erm Chinese accent (.) some like think thank you th is hard to say it like native speakers.
V: Do you find it difficult to understand yourself?
S1: understand myself?
V: not yourself as a person you find difficult to understand is Chinese accent in English
easy for you to understand?
S1: yes (.) of course
V: and uh what about Arabic?
S1: Arabic is much harder @
V: much harder? If I asked you to describe Arabic accent in English
S1: their accent is weird
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V: is WEIRD? [yes] What do you mean weird?
S1: I am never heard like this accent before even we learn English in China we hear some
videos just native speakers [uh-hum] erm I’ve rarely had to (.) hear Arabic accents just when I
come here and Arabic classmates (.) AT FIRST it’s very hard to (.) erm to erm understand them
(.) you need to improve
V: but when you listen to people who speak English how can you? What do you pay
attention to when you decide if this person is a native speaker or a nonnative speaker? How can
you TELL when you listen to an accent?
S1: Erm…
V: what helps you identify them?
S1: XX how they speak some letters in the word like th or l something [because
remember] is different
V: the first study that we did last week? You remember you listen to [yes] different
accents I think something like that twelve [twelve] yes (.) you remember better that I do @
twelve different accents so how did you identify what helped you identify
S1: I think the SPEED is different
V: speed?
S1: nonnative speakers are not confident enough some people speak very slow (.) it
sounds different from (.) native speaker [uh-hum] how to explain the ACCENT is hard to explain
just different (.) I watch a lot of American shows and British shows [uh-hum] I can identify the
difference (.) just it’s just different [ok]
V: Different you mean to native speaker? That’s how you identify? ok
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S1: yes
V: ok but you cannot (.) can you tell where exactly they come from? Or you just say they
are non-native speakers that’s it?
S1: erm some of them I can erm assume I can guess but some of them it’s hard
[sometimes it’s hard]
V: What about your own English? How do you feel about your own English in Montreal?
Is it enough for successful communication?
S1: No @ I don’t think it’s enough
V: you don’t think it’s enough why?
S1: erm Montreal is have two official languages English and French (.) French for me I
know NOTHING about French [uh-hum] erm but English is (.) also not enough to get into the
university (.) I want to study in Concordia University I need to improve my English more [uhhum] it’s not enough.
V: What about your accent? Are you happy with your accent?
S1: erm not SO happy (.) it’s still different (.) if someone they don’t see me they just hear
my voice they can clearly identify I am NOT a native speaker
V: but what can they? Do you think they can identify that you are from China?
S1: yeah I think my accent is (.) sounds like Chinese easy to identify
V: so you would participate in my study when they recorded different voices?
S1: I think one or two of them [uh-hum] sounded like Chinese
V: yeah a few of them were from China @
S1: a few? I just X one or two
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V: no because they had different LEVELS of accentedness
S1: oh
V: erm I was going to ask you erm (2) do you communicate more with native or
nonnative speakers?
S1: communicate?
V: talk you talk everyday more with native [here?] speakers yeah or nonnative speakers?
S1: non-native speakers I live in my aunt’s house we speak CHINESE @ [you speak
Chinese] yes
V: no but I mean when you speak English more with native speakers or nonnative
speakers?
S1: oh native speakers
V: NATIVE speakers?
S1: yeah I study here @ I talk to I communicate with my teacher @ every day
V: what about your classmates? They are all nonnative speakers @
S1: erm
V: they are all speakers of some other languages they speak Chinese or Arabic [erm I]
S1: go to some festivals and I buy a coffee every day the shops keepers they are native
speakers
V: ok erm do you find them easier to understand than nonnative speakers?
S1: yeah I think so
V: why?
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S1: because when we are learning English the materials like that we use is (.) our teachers
provide us native speakers [uh-hum] they don’t PROVIDE us with (.) you listen to Arabic
English to do this exam or something so native speaker why is the most familiar thing for our
erm nonnative speaker
V: do you think we should provide something alternative play something in Chinese or
Arabic English or maybe Russian English? Or we should just stick to American English or
Canadian English?
S1: I think we need to improve our listening to identify these because English is
worldwide not only native speakers can speak English everyone can speak English and everyone
has a different accent if you don’t understand them well (.) it’s not (.) it’s the limit of your
English.
V: you think we should include diff[yes]ent accents? Very interesting (.) when they tell
you someone speaks clear or clearly or someone speaks clear English what does it mean to you?
S1: clear English?
V: yeah when something is clear English (.) your English is very clear (.) what does it
mean?
S1: they speak fluently and their grammar is right [uh-hum] they have a erm huge amount
of vocabulary and they sound XX like native speakers
V: and they sound like native speakers?
S1: yes
V: ok erm would you like to sound like a native speaker yourself?
S1: yes @
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S1: confident
V: confident? Ah great (.) would you correct them? Would you say no-no I am from
China
S1: I will feel @ very confident in my English
V: you would feel very confident erm
S1: very proud
V: what would you say is the easiest accent to understand in English?
S1: erm maybe Chinese English @
V: Chinese Enlgihs? Ok
S1: because our accent I similar
V: what would be the most difficult?
S1: Indian Arabic
V: Indian or Arabic?
S1: yes
V: ok erm that’s great erm thank you so much for your time @

Sepaker 1. Part 2.
V: Vampire diaries?
S1: do you know this?
V: yes but I have never seen but I do know yeah
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S1: There is a character (.) his name is Klaus and his British accent is very (.) very SEXY
I love that
V: @ very sexy @
S1: yes British accent (.) it sounds erm how to describe it erm you know American accent
sometimes sounds lazy or something and British accent is very clearly very SMART
consideration like erm seems very gentleman [you like it] I like that
V: thank you erm so you would say it’s the best accent among all native accents? British
accent is the best?
S1: no not the best erm to tell the truth British accent is not erm as clearly as American
accent because some word is erm (.) in China we learn English in American accent [uh-huh] I
just (.) know the British accent from TV shows just like the FEELING but if you want me to
identify what was are they saying it’s hard to know the meaning (.) it’s just kind of like music
V: it’s just like music @
S1: yes @ like that
V: ok thank you so much

